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Foreword 

Anatol Rapoport 

Almost everyone is against war or at least says so. Con
ceptions of war, however, differ widely and generate differ
ent ideas about how wars can be prevented. Some of these 
ideas are complementary, some incompatible. Sorting out 
these ideas, analysing them, weighing them against each 
other, and evaluating them in terms of what we know or 
can· learn about the history of humanity and its present 
condition should constitute a major part of peace educa
tion. 

Many people deeply devoted to the cause of stable 
global peace believe that the main difficulty in achieving 
it lies in human nature. They may not share the defeatist 
attitude that aggressiveness is an irremovable component 
of the human psyche and that therefore there will always 
be wars. But they do place the problem deep within the 
human individual. Stable peace, in their estimation, can 
be achieved only if individual human beings become more 
peaceful. 

The present paper does not challenge the idea that 
pacification of individuals may be a sufficient condition for 
a stable peace; but it implicitly challenges the idea that it 
is a necessary condition. The main thrust of the paper is 
embodied in the idea that stable peace can be achieved by 
deflecting human aggressiveness (if, indeed, it is an impor
tant component of human nature) from human enemies to 
other enemies. Enemies can be either naturally given or 
created. The argument here is that there are no naturally 
given hum�n enemies. Rather, those who are perceived as 
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enemies have become enemies because they were perceived 
as such. On the other hand, naturally given enemies of hu
manity are easily identifiable. They are pestilence, destitu
tion, degradation of the environment and, of course, war. It 
is against these enemies that human aggressiveness should 
be mobilized. Such mobilization would enhance the chances 
of establishing a lasting peace, because nothing brings peo
ple together more than does the perception of a common 
enemy. 

War is an easily identifiable enemy of humanity ( along 
with pestilence, destitution, and degradation of the envi
ronment) in view of the obvious threat of literal extinction 
posed by already existing and soon to be created weapons 
of total destruction. However, a war against war is incom
parably more problematic than a war against the other en
emies. To launch a war against pestilence, degradation of 
the environment, etc. requires a great deal of political will 
but not a radical restructuring of deeply entrenched beliefs. 
Much technical knowledge is available that is known to be 
effective against pestilence or stopping the degradation of 
the environment, and methods of obtaining more knowl
edge of this sort are already in use. Waging war against 
these enemies does not require a demolition of supersti
tions. When it comes to action making an impact on the 
physical environment, humans rely on science and think in 
the problem-solving mode. Such action and such mode of 
thinking are not paralyzed by encrusted dogmas and rhetor
ical shibboleths. Launching a war against war, on the other 
hand, requires not only a formidable political will but also 
a demolition of pervasive superstitions, which have consis
tently blocked efforts to mobilize such political will. Among 
these superstitions are the identification of national secu
rity with military potential, the belief in the effectiveness 
of 'deterrence', the belief that dismantling military insti
tutions must lead to economic slump and unemployment, 
the belief that military establishments perform a useful 
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social function by 'defending' the societies on which they 
feed, and so on. All these beliefs qualify as superstitions by 
the ususal definition of a superstition as a stubbornly held 
belief for which no evidence exists. If anything, histori
cal evidence tends to support the opposite view, namely, 
that highly militarized states are rather less secure from 
the ravages of war, that 'deterrence' has often been a ra
tionalization. of aggression, and that a war economy even
tually leads to impoverishment rather than to prosperity. 
Above all, the claim of military establishments that they 
serve to 'defend' a country is belied by the uses to which 
these establishments all too often have been put, namely, 
to intimidate or to perpetrate violence against their own 
populations. And surely the weapons of total destruction 
cannot possibly 'defend' anything or anyone. They can only 
destroy everything and kill everyone. 

All of these points, forcefully brought out by John Mc
Murtry, contribute to the enlightenment of all who are will
ing to give serious thought to these matters. 

Another formidable obstacle to be overcome in launch
ing a war against war is the tendency of humans ,'to see 
other humans as a source of threat. Throughout history, 
social organization was stimulated not only by the advan
tages of cooperating in coping with the environment but 
also, perhaps predominantly, by the necessity of cooperat
ing in protecting one's own against marauders, as well as 
by the advantages of cooperating in engaging in similar en
terprises against vulnerable outsiders, that is, exterminat
ing, plundering, enslaving, or exploiting alien populations. 
This sort of cooperation reflects the tribal principle of so
cial organization. It has persisted to the present day in the 
organization and internal cohesion of modern states. 

Thus, the basic problem is that of. erasing all we
they dichotomies: kin versus non-kin, believers versus 
non-believers, those who look alike versus those who.look 
different, and so on. The stubborn persistence of such 
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dichotomies, however, suggests that they fulfill some need. 
Perhaps the need to belong is fully satisfied only if it is made 
clear who does not belong. In launching a war against war, 
a natural dichotomy suggests itself. It has been drawn by 
Freeman Dyson in his book 'Weapons and Hope'. The di
chotomy is between warriors and victims. It cuts across 
all racial, ethnic, economic, and ideological boundaries. As 
McMurtry most emphatically points out, however, the di
chotomy separates roles, not persons. In fact, the persons 
in the role of warriors are also in the role of potential vic
tims, since weapons of total destruction do not differentiate. 

The warrior roles are played not only by the uniformed 
professionals but also by their counterparts in war indus
tries, in think tanks, in research institutes, in lobbies, in 
short by all having a stake in institutions engaged in the 
preparation of war and in nurturing the global war machine. 
A war against war entails an attack on the role of the war
rior. It is to this attack that the Clausewitzian principle of 
'total war', that is, a war aimed at destroying or incapac
itating the opposing force, is most applicable. The object 
of this war is to destroy the institution of war and thus to 
instigate the atrophy of the global war machine by cutting 
off its nourishment. 

A war of this sort can be waged by_ victims with 
a clear conscience, since it entails no violence perpe
trated on human beings. Only the roles of the war
rior are to be destroyed, just as the role of the exe
cutioner is destroyed when capital punishment is abol
ished with6ut the erstwhile executioner having to be 
harmed, not even by employment, since the abolition 
of capital punishment may well entail finding an alter
native employment for the hangman. The abolition of 
the institution of war may incur an analogous obligation. 
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0 for a voice like thunder, and a tongue 
To drown the throat of war! - When the senses 
Are shaken, and the soul is driven to madness 
Who can stand? When the souls of the oppre;sed 
Fight in the troubled air that rages, who can stand? 
When the whirlwind of fury comes from the 
Throne of God, when the frowns of his countenance 
Drive the Nations together, who can stand? 
When Sin claps his broad hands over the battle 
And sails rejoicing in the flood of Death; 
When souls are torn to everlasting fire, 
And fiends of Hell rejoice upon the slain, 
0 who can stand? 0 who hath caused this? 
0 who can answer at the throne of God? 
The Kings and Nobles of the Land have done it! 
Hear it not, Heaven, thy Ministers have done it! 

William Blake 

-

Part I 

The Problem 

The thing is simply this, that out of an average 100 men 
along the line of fire during the period of in encounter, 
only 15 men on average would take any part with the 
weapons. This was true whether the action was spread 
over a day or 2 days or 3, . . . in. Europe or in the central 
Pacific. . . . Each man who hadn't fired his rifle thought he 
had been alone. 

Colonel S.A. Armstrong, 1945 

Sooner or later, if civilization is to survive ... war must 
go. 

General Douglas MacArthur 
in testimony to the US Congress, 1951 

The reality is that there is a war to overcome. ( 
Ruben Zamora 

FDR/FMLN negotiator, El Salvador, 1984 

Underneath the increasing militarization of social life 
over the past half century has grown a subversive senti
ment. Contemporary humanity has learned to abhor the 
military system of war. There are leading exceptions to 
be sure, but even amongst men specially conditioned to 
launch city-destroying attacks from remote foreign sites 
sunk in mountain-bunkers, the organized killing of people 
in large nu_mbers has become repugnant to moral intuition. 

This marks a revolutionary change from the past 
when the sacred traditions of all dominant cultures have 
glorified the mass-kill method as Yahweh's Krishna's , , 

Jupiter's, Allah's, Isanagi's, or Christ's way of winning 
great conquests and imposing His will on tribal enemies. 
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Humanity has largely outgrown this genocidal pattern. 
For ever greater numbers of our species, the mechanized 
routines of social murder prescribed by the military pro
gram are now beyond the pale: the obsolescent last gasp 
of a megalomaniac tradition increasingly out of touch with 
the limits of reality [l]. 

Our established systems of political rule, however, 

continue to posit the capacity for mass homicide as the 

ultimate measure and ground of ruling will. Ascendant 

vested interests by no means confined to the armed forces, 

derive many empowering advantages from this arrange

ment and so refine and escalate national and nation-
' 

group buildups with no apparent limit to the number of 
world-destructions. they assert as necessary to threaten 
each other's populations at public expense. Since demo
cratic representatives or their surrogates are everywhere 
constrained by these interests, they lag behind their con
stituencies' increasingly shared skepticism of the armed
force solution to the problem of 'peace and security'. At 
the same time, scholars in the relevant disciplines tend to 
presuppose these interests and their imposition as the very 
framework of the world's construction. Or, if in the crit
ical minority, they presuppose the military form of war, 
and consider only pacifist non-violence or norms of lawful 
carnage as alternatives. 

The upshot is that while public disquiet with the mil
itary and, in particular, nuclear-military method is in
creasingly widespread, no philosophical or theoretical con
frontation of the established military paradigm yet exists 
to give undertakings of national war any foothold of alter
native conception. 
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Part II 

Basic Fallacies of the Military Paradigm 

1. 

What one finds in surveying the vast philosophical 
and social-scientific literature on war is that a particu
lar and narrow subtype of it is invariably assumed. This 
presupposed form is so reductively prescriptive that one 
might be excused for regarding it as a gesture of gallows 
humour were its intention not so conventionally taken for 
granted: namely, war is organized armed engage
ment that seeks by maximally efficient means to 
kill or mutilate large numbers of other human be

ings [2]. 
A family of characteristics normally accompany this 

presupposed principle: 
(i) social segregation of a specialist arms-monopolizing 
group to execute its objective; 
(ii) a rank-ordered command structure relying upQn mo
tivation by fear to coerce its membership into perform
ing and risking its mass-kill prescription; 
(iii) immersive programs of obedience conditioning, in
doctrination, and life-uniformity to liquidate individu
ality and choice; 
(iv) an autonomous technological development whose 
scientific telos is ever more destructive homicidal weap
ons; and 
(v), to provide moral sanction for this overall program, 
an enshrinement of heroic life-sacrifice for military goals 
as a supreme ethical good [3]. 

From· this customarily stipulated presupposition of 
war's necessarily mass-homicidal nature, two main kinds 
of reflective or theoretical argument have arisen over. two 
millenia of consideration: 

(1) arguments which consider those types of occasion 
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when large groups of other humans are to be systemati
cally killed or maimed with good moral reason (i.e. 'just 
war' theory, 'moral means' arguments, and the like) [4]; 
(2) arguments which seek by game-theoretical or other 
'rational' calculation to prescribe those strategies for 
systematic human killing or maiming which will by 
threat or enactment maximize payoffs for one side in 
the conflict [5]. 

Further narrowing this assumption base of established 
war thought is another a priori principle regulating war 
judgement, namely, the understanding and recommenda
tion of mass-kill methods from the standpoint of a pre
determined side's interests and moral assumptions alone, 
the side upon which one is placed by the circumstance of 
one's national or allied citizenship (wha:t we may call the 
tribal a priori) [6]. 

It is difficult to discover a single argument in the im
mense and varied literature of war that does not conform 
to these radically reductive and unanalysed premises. 

Even where the philosophical or theoretical concern is 
vitiative and seeks to place moral or legal limits on war's 
methods or targets, the program of killing and disabling 
other humans in great numbers remains pr�sumed as an a 
priori given of war thought. 

In sum, an all-or-nothing fallacy - mass-homicide 
and maiming on the one hand or pacificist rejection of all 
violence o_n the other - stands as the ultimate foundation 
of recognized war choice, while a systematic bias towards 
one side's moral and material self-interest determines sub
sequent judgement from this premise. 

The depth and consequence of unexamined assump
tion here are breathtaking, but unnoticed. Our species 
has, it seems, become so accustomed to its mode of civ
ilizing by military conquest and terror, so locked by its 
historical practice into homicidal structures of prevailing 
over perceived hostile groups, that we have become obliv-
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ious to the most fundamental choices of which 'making 
war' consists. 

2. 

Established military and geopolitical thought is typ
ically impaired by these premises into an escalating se
quence of inferences. These follow a common pattern. 

If T is an extra-territorial or internal group perceived 
to be in a state of hostility to a position of a state or states, 
V, then V's national or international command reasons as 
follows: 
therefore, 

(1) T is opposed to, and 
(2) is an enemy of V. Therefore 
(3) T is immoral, and 
( 4) must be made to yield to V. Therefore, 
(5) V must be able to prevail militarily, and 
(6) be willing to deploy this ability to prevail over T 
(7) to maintain V's national interest. Therefore, 

1 

(8) if T continues to flout V's national interest, U must 
threaten or attack T; and 

(9) if effectively resisted, must seek to destroy the enemy, 
T, by large-scale homicide, disablement and life-means de
struction [7]. 

No step of this thought sequence follows. But all of 
its non-sequitur moves are conceptualized in customary 
war thought as steps of 'necessity'. This spurious apode
ictic of military logic is affirmed with hypnotic repetition 
in its standard formulae of justification: strategic neces
sity, military necessity, necessity of national security, ne
cessity of ·defence, necessity of the national interest, and 
so on. One need only lay bare the pattern of inferences 
here that assert one petitio principii after another i.n an 
undeviating lock-step towards mass-homicide coRclusion, 
to become aware of the extent of the cognitive disorder. 
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There is in its sequence a closure of reason and choice that, 
in the context of individual behaviour, would be judged as 
systematically and criminally insane (8). But convention 
has normalized the pathological. In the matter of intrahu
man war, our brains have, so to speak, turned into gears. 

What is remarkable is that this monolithic killer
program, so repugnant to ordinary human sensibility (and 
known as such by the boot-camp and totalitarian meth
ods needed to implement it) has been so long and widely 
taken for granted as a dictate of rational choice. 

What is required here is some opening of the philo
sophical windows. Unexposed in the military paradigm's 
inferential sequence is a hidden edifice of metaphysical 
moves whose every step of construction admits of a spec
trum of various and opposed alternatives. What is con
ventionally advanced as a simple march of national self
interest to the measure of necessity is, in truth, a concealed 
architectonic of world-ordering choices, on each of which 
balances the fate of countless human lives. 
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Part III 

Who is the Self of National Self-Defence? 

The opposition between self and other admits of as 
many varieties in the making of war as it does in gen
eral, because the basic relationship between self and other 
can always be a war, an annihilative contest i� the widest 
sense. Even in the very restrictive sense of war between 
human groups with homicidal weapons of engagement, 
there are many different possibilities of self-other axis at 
the heart of these oppositions. 

At the most primitive level of disjunction, there is the 
Hobbesian possibility of merely individual selves, organic 
or national, driven by inborn appetites of power or fear to 
wage a bellum omnium contra omnes, with different con
cepts of self possible within these parameters: from, at 
one end, the self posited as a brutish shortness of exis
tence, a mere pawn of chance in the mortal struggle, to, 
at the other end, vainglorious self-concept whose negation 
of otherness spans across the state of nature in an infantile 
structure of omnipotence (as in the assumed self-identities 
of 'great powers' or would-be world conquerors). 

On the other hand, there are countless other, less 
atavistic possibilities of the national or individual self un
derlying the life-and-death struggle of war: the self as ul
timately seller in a market-place contest of survival and 
elimination; the self as immaterial soul seeking the anni
hilative conquest of all attachment to material objects of 
desire; the self as a vehicle of genetic reproduction in the 
evolutionary war for continued life; the self as exclusive 
occupant 6f a bounded world space drawing lines of death 
by its very processes of metabolic exchange with the world, 
and so on. 

These various underlying conceptions of self obviously 
lead in very different directions and, in particular, to rad-
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ically different sorts of occasion for taking up arms or oth
erwise warring against one's fellows. What might be the 
commercial self's opportunity for exchange could be the 
spiritual self's deadly insult. What could be a provocation 
of racial impurity to the genetic self, might be a gesture 
of amity to the spatial self. What might be a provoca
tion to war for any of these selves, might also be for any 
a stimulus to agreement under a different construction of 
thought. 

·There is, in short, a myriad of possibilities of war that 
may be generated from different concepts and interpreta
_tions of who or what we are: hence war's universal invo
cation of identity in the declaration of its intent, from the 
self-adoring boasts of ancient Homeric warriors to current 
nation-states' declared wars against 'co·mmunism'. 

On the other hand, the self presupposed in war may 
be a community member at bottom: an ancestral organ 
of a tribal or kinship body; a loyal vassal of a warrior clan 
or imperium; a selfless functionary of a party-led state 
or pact; a patriotic citizen of a national or transnational 
demos, and so on - each type or subtype of self here 
variously bound by ties of obligation, group paranoia, or 
other supra-individual program of action towards different 
kinds and occasions of war. What would be an intolerable 
insolence to the Japanese bushido sword might be a frank 
exchange among friends in a different community. What 
might be .to the individual self of a capitalist order a simple 
right of sale could be to the collective self an act of moral 
enormity. What might be the expendable death of the 
enemy to one type of collective self, might be a barbarous 
waste of transfigurable human potential to another. 

Then too, the self-other disjunction might be class
structured, and the real self, as Marxians suggest, deter
mined by ownership relations: neither a fully collective nor 
individual self but rather, confined to an economic class 
role whose limits of action are set by a given mode of social 
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production - as in wars where the opposing ruling classes 
support each others' mutual group interests against their 
own peoples, with the members of all classes remaining 
throughout 'in their place' [9]. Despite some Marxian dis
avowals of choice here, this underlying self-as well is open 
to alternative or there woul� not be unpredictable cases 
of deviation from class structures and roles. 

These are only a few distinctions of alternative to self
other lines of being at the most fundamental level of being
towards-war. Yet each itself, in turn, admits of many fur
ther subtypes of possibility. The supra-personal patriotic 
self, for example, is protean in its varieties. Aside from the 
many kinds of private self-interest - glory, power, envy 
of youth - for which patriotic identity may be merely 
customary pretext, there are different kinds of authentic 
national identification. One might for example, conceive 
of one's self and one's nation in terms of its geographical 
integrity and preservation (as I, a Canadian, do); or its 
current framework of civil and political institutions ( as is 
conventional in the British tradition); or its reme1¥bered 
line of the past (as is essential to the Jew); or its potential 
contribution to human well-being (as world citizens aspire 
to); or, as some superpower citizens currently do, in terms 
of an assumed destiny of world dominion or 'being num
ber one'. These are all general options for the patriotic self 
facing toward the possibility of war. The underlying por
tals of choice here are numberless; and each can provide 
the basis from which judgement leads to non-military war 
- for example, against illiteracy, or flies, or corruption. 

Let us suppose, however, that the self sense from 
which war's project and weapons are chosen is that which 
is normally only pretended - the self as national being 
( e.g. American or Soviet patriot) guided by the interest of 
protecting and advancing some higher human value { e.g. 
'freedom'). 

This $elf-base obviously opens onto a very different 
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horizon of possibilities than the self-base for which it is, 
in fact, often merely the disguise: that is, the self as es
sentially acquisitor of ever more of the world. For exam
ple, the believer in national and global freedom could not 
consistently elect the plan of transferring a maximum of 
wealth or power from poorer countries to itself, with mil
itary arms as the ensurer of conformity to this purpose. 
For such a project of exploitation would obviously contra
dict declared patriotic identity. On the other hand, such 
a program of choice and action would be quite consistent 
with the underlying self that seeks national accumulation 
or ascendancy before all else. Which self one is here, that 
is, chooses to be, on either the individual or aggregate lev
els gives the ontological bearings of what a nation decides 
to do, to oppose, to conquer, and its mode and means of 
so doing. 

This is what is ultimately meant by the insight that 
war reveals a society's inner nature. That is, war expresses 
by the lines of life and death it draws what a people will 
sacrifice to what they will keep, what is ultimately their 
self and what is not. Almost anything at all is possi
ble here, from nationally distributed self-delusion and the 
sovereignty of narrow capital or party interests to, at the 
other end of a nation's accessible range of self-conception, 
the authentic political will to the world's common well
being. What cannot be ignored is that whatever histor
ically bound horizon of possibility is in practice adopted 
here, it is not given, as political leaderships and their ad
vocates are wont to assure us, by a priori requirements of 
national necessity. For nations, as the individuals com
posing them, self-conception is a radically open question, 
and with it what they are willing to war against. 
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Part IV 

What is the National Purpose? 

From different concepts of Self flow different projects 
of relating to its Other. The strictly military concept of 
the self, for example (to which civilian rulers do not sub
scribe as overtly as they do to its military ·means) is a 
primary premise upon which military war's strategies ul
timately repose. The self here is presupposed as: 

i) malleable in either its individual or group forms; 
ii) motivated most effectively by physical fear; 
iii) regulatable only by punitive, vertically structured 

authority; and 
iv) achieving its highest expression in the organized 

armed power of the nation state [10]. 
From this underlying idea of the national self, higher 

levels of purpose, such as co-operative autonomy, are nec
essarily ruled out, and other ranges of more consistently 
brutal possibility are ruled in. For example, the proj,ect of 
appropriating another country's specific interests as one's 
own, in ultimate commitment to peaceful mutuality ( as in 
United Nations Charter ideals), is incompatible with the 
national self of the military metaphysic because these con
cepts of human nature are oppositely structured in their 
ideas of effective human motive and capacity. On the other 
hand, the project of appropriating another country in the 
sense of subordinating its productive resources, its eco
nomic system, its political rule, its diplomatic posture or, 
at the totalitarian extreme, all of these at once, is quite 
consistent with the general military idea of national self
hood (as in traditional US 'defense' policy in Latin Amer
ica, or Soviet 'internationalism' in Easter.n Europe). Ac
cordingly, the current norm of great power relations with 
weaker or less developed countries is accepted by estab
lished geopolitical strategy as 'realistic' and 'necessary' to 
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maintain vital interests [11]. 
There are two points to be made here. First, national 

projects do not simply follow from underlying national 
self-concepts, but generally fall within limits of scope that 
these mark out as consistent or rational parameters of pos
sibility. For example, very different designs of state are 
compatible with even the national self of military assump
tion - from, on the one extreme, force-backed appropri
ation of the entire world as one's sphere of interest, to 
strictly defensive armed capacity to repel invasion or inter
nal revolution. These are very different and even opposed 
projects: the former unlimited in its aggressive reach, and 
the latter simply self-r�productive. Both extremes, and 
those many alternatives that lie between them, repose on 
a common basis of national self-concept. 

The second point is that these extremes of option 
within the range of the underlying military concept of the 
national self, are not standardly distinguished in geopo
litical discourse, but are customarily presumed to be the 
same. That is, not only is the alarmist military notion 
of the national self's nature so taken for granted that its 
negation is conventionally dismissed as 'naive', but even 
within this dwarfed baseline of decision, the opposed al
ternatives of national aggression and national defence are 
made to look as if there were no choice between them. 
Thus we have regularly heard the advocates of one super
power or another over recent years characterize its armed
force invasions of smaller countries as 'defensive', as 'neces
sary to defend its borders', as 'repelling enemy aggression' 
and so on, even when these attacks on the declared enemy 
are unilateral, unreciprocated, against impoverished foes, 
or thousands of miles distant from the invader's national 
borders (as in Vietnam). 

Since various other weaker, stand-by nations typically 
endorse or reiterate this equation, and call invasions 'de
fence' and their choice 'necessity', the abolition of funda-
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mental distinctions and contradictions of terms is normal
ized, and the myth of national security by mass-homicide 
aggression is perpetuated. 

What usually motivates this systematic liquidation of 
alternatives is that it provides an acceptable cover for a 
hidden agenda of ruling group self-interest. For example, 
it is a well known fact from the distanced vantage point 
of historical hindsight or cultural opposition,· that ruling 
groups use the goal of national defence or national security 
as a recurrent pretext for what is, in fact, the increase of 
their own privileged positions of office or wealth. What is 
represented as the nation's salvation from external threat 
is, in truth, this ruling minority's quite private advantage 
- its continuance in authority in the face of domestic un
rest redirected towards an external 'enemy', the extrava
gant profits of its leading business members from national· 
arms races, or the seizure of foreign lands, markets, re
sources, strategic sites or labour pools to increase its mem
berships' state or capital empowerment [12]. Though these 
concealed projects of appropriation are perfectly obvious 
underneath claims of the national interest when pu'rsued 
by rulers made objective to us by time or geopolitical di
vision, they do not normally appear this way to us when 
pursued by the leaderships of what we suppose to be our 
own countries. In this way, the many other options avail
able to national self-purpose are kept closed from the view 
of national citizenries who are in the position to advance 
and press them. Once conditioned to acquiesce in the mil
itary program of thought as a dictate of necessity, civilians 
are not only restricted to a primitive concept of national 
selfhood, and then blinded to distinctions of option by 
an all-justifying imperative of national security, but held 
from seeing the real interests this train of thinking serves 
by an imposed identification with it as the1r own freedom. 
A closed circuit of thought is thus forged - upon which 
poor men's bodies are piled as on pyres - from which 
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it becomes almost impossible to escape without inviting 
the charge of disloyalty to national cause as a 'subver
sive', 'unAmerican', 'counter- revolutionary', 'terrorist' or 
whatever. 

Insofar as there are these hidden agenda of ruling
group advantage underlying and governing what is in
canted as national security, an arresting and far-reaching 
distinction follows. The collective interests of the civilian 
bodies who continually pay and die for the military pro
gram's implementation are, in principle, opposed to the 
interests of the non-combatant beneficiaries of this pro
gram who lead them. If so, and this pattern we know to be 
widely so where we are sufficiently distanced from its con
trol, then we can understand why the lock-step sequence 
of the military paradigm is so routinely advanced by those 
who preside over its prescriptions. Its programmed pre
supposition conceals this contradiction of interests behind 
a pretended communality of national defence, and renders 
anyone who exposes it as a violator of the 'national in
terest'. The more customary and automatic the military 
paradigm's acceptance is, the more deeply interiorized its 
metaphysical premises of national selfhood and purpose 
become, and the more widely these PE:rmeate the over
all reproduction of civil life, the more totally closed to 
change the hidden agenda becomes. Once thus ensconced 
at the very foundations of the nation's identity and pur
pose, the military program's further elaborations in defin
ing the·national enemy, morally denouncing its opposition, 
and preparing to annihilate it with maximally destructive 
means, follow as dictates of national necessity. But these 
steps of the program's prescription - however habituated 
and culturally universal - are covert choices whose ex
amination reveals other and deeply variant possibilities. 
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Part V 

Who is the National Enemy? 

Who is the national enemy? The answer here is gener
ally presupposed as given by the nature of the world. But 
it admits of radically various and contradictory options 
any one of which may decide the fatal cours� of national 
or global life. Assuming placement in war-contest, the op
position is perceived as something to annihilate. But even 
if we thus assume the opposition as a presence to be anni
hilated, what this opposition is taken to be makes all the 
difference to the war we wage against it. 

Consider. We are not, with good reason, inhibited 
as national selves from waging war against insect infesta
tions, pestilence, disease or plagues. These are not merely 
wars in metaphor, but deadly serious wars in the strictest 
sense of the term. For, as the usage of this conc�pt every
where confirms: 

(1) war is a deliberately organized campaign to 

obliterate the existence of perceived enemies [13]. 

It follows, therefore, that war need not ever be, as the 
pre-emptive military version of it misleads us to believe, 
a menace to humanity. Its target can be only non-human 
enemies to vital life. Yet with the military form of war, 
the existence that is obliterated, or planned to be, is very 
large numbers of other human beings: possibly tens or 
hundreds of millions, their limbs and organs and other 
faculties, and their basic means of life-support, along with 
untold by-product casualties of natural beings and entire 
ecosystems of fauna and flora. This is a pathological form 
of war. Although it intends by such devices as hundreds
of-miles-deep safeplaces for its non-combatant leaders to 
keep some beings still alive, technological development is 
now at the stage where even its ruling beneficiaries suffer 
threat of annihilation. It is really a striking feature of the 
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contemporary human condition that the military program 
of war is still assumed as war's proper form . 

What adds to this pathology of fixation upon the mil
itary program is that we are perpetually engaged in other 

kinds of war, wars that do not destroy human beings but 
enable them. Our very historical development and ecolog
ical adaptation have, indeed, depended upon our waging 
these wars - against pathogens, disease-bearing pests, in
sect and rodent hordes, civil corruption, tyrannies, toxic 
pollutants ... The list is long. Its pattern underlies both 
our cultural and evolutionary success as a species. War 
of the non-military sort is the external immune system 
of humanity's advance on Earth. But the military for
mat of this species-defensive function is one of destruction 
that kills at all levels at once, until life itself has become 
the potential object of its immolation. The military pat
tern of absolutist command and destruction is now, after 
epochs of ruling group imposition, out of control and un
dergirds even industrial devastation itself, whose machine 
and chemical razings of entire ecosystems find their his
torical prototype in the military model of conquest. 

We can make a generalization about war which puts 
its evolutionary function in an entirely different light than 
its military perversion. The human capacity to make 

war is, in proportion to its cooperative inclusion, 

a species-distinctive ability upon which humanity's 

survival and development depend. 

Much could be said about this. I suspect that an 
interesting history of human evolution and development 
could be written from its standpoint - humanity's wars 
perhaps beginning and certainly playing a primary role in 
the organizational structures of cooperation characteriz
ing the species' pre-historical and historical advances in 
collective capacitation. Survival against larger predators, 
the weeding techniques of the agricultural revolution, the 
effective coping with vermin and pestilences of all kinds, 
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the conquests of a long succession of plagues and diseases, 
the recent movement to war on the microbial level, the 
progress of modern allopathic medicine and hygienic prac
tices to the present day - the theme of war's deliberate 
annihilation of other beings is very long, and complex. 
Humanity's pattern of increasing powers is largely expli
cable in its terms. Today we are waging wars - not in 
metaphor but, past hypocrisy, with liberative intent, on 
more levels than ever before: against carcinomatous cells, 
official lies, industrial wastes, self-pity, criminal conduct, 
nuclear war itself. The mind dances with the richness of 
war's profusion of forms, which seem somehow to be all 
struck from the scroll of possibility once the military form 
of war engages the conditioned schemas of our thought. 

What makes the primary difference between enabling 
and pathological wars is that the latter by their intention 
and instrumentation massacre and mutilate large num
bers of people, whereas the former do not. War achieves 
this pathological extreme the more it destroys humans and 
human capacities. Non-military forms of war do not nor
mally do this, intentionally or unintentionally [14). When 
they do, as in inquisitorial wars against perceived satanic 
influences, it is interesting that they too move into closer 
and closer family resemblance to that set of characteristics 
of the military program of war identified in part II. The 
military form of war, in other words, is a derangement, a 
deformed variation of an evolutionarily distinctive capac
ity, and increasingly so with the advance and dominance 
of its administrative and technical powers. 

Because war admits of such hidden polarities of possi
bility- the very extremes of species health and morbidity 
- what we elect as the war enemy is decisive in the for
mation of our life-world. The choice determines whether 
our wars are humanly liberative or, like Brecht's 'hairy 
baboon's ass', an abominable tool of the acquisitive.and 
power-addled. 
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As William James has argued, the martial propensi
ties need not be repressed, but can be appropriately and 
virtuously expressed [15]. Whether they are discharged 
'against Nature' in the form of militant youth work crews 
doing public service (James' rather limited substitute for 
war), or against human lives in the form of selectively en
riching and vainglorious mechanisms of slaughter, makes 
all the difference. It is what is identified as the en
emy in war, not war itself, which is the essential, world
structuring choice. 

There is no a priori constraint on what we elect here: 
not only regarding the opposition's nature, but also its 
precise lines of presence. We might concur, for example, 
with the US government's oft-declared projects to eradi
cate international terrorism, government waste, and viola
tions of human rights by totalitarian regimes, but observe 
nonetheless that choice remains as to what are identified 
here as the precise adversaries to be warred against. There 
is wide room for option. One might choose, for example, 
to overlook the fact that most murders by death-squad 
and assassinations of civilian leaders are perpetrated by 
military regimes trained and financed by the very admin
istration that has declared national war against terrorism 
[16]. Or one might neglect to consider that the great
est proportion of government waste occurs through global 
purchase of unproductive weapons whose leading producer 
and distributor is this same great power [17]. One might 
chaos�, in these and other ways, to identify as the enemy 
to the national project almost anything at all, including 
forces quite other than those that most evidently qualify. 

One might even come to identify as the opposi
tion to every national project a single monolithic En
emy - as devil theories throughout history have done 
- against which public resources are increasingly mobi
lized to wage a perpetual and preoccupying war of exter
mination, whether or not the identified opposition has, in 
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reality, anything to do with the limiting conditions to be 
overcome, as in witch-hunts in former times [18]. 

Suppose, for example, that a state leadership's un-
derlying national objectives are: 

(1) to secure the collective interests of its ruling political 
party or ownership group; and 
(2) to increase these collective ruling interests by subor
dinating further areas of domestic or international civil 
life to military control under the direction of these same 
interests. 

Suppose, further, that such objectives are achieved 
by: 

(i) direct armed aggression and occupation · of client 
states seeking economic or military independence; 
(ii) military buildup to secure foreign investments, 
debtor-nation loan payments, external natural re
sources, strategic sites or cheap labour pools; 
(iii) imposition of state-of-siege law to control internal 
unrest from below; 
(iv) conversion of social expenditures to mil,itary
industrial uses that maximize corporate profit oppor
tunities; 
(v) investment of national technological leadership in 
military-related research and development subsidizing 
private or state industries; and 
(vi) transfer to industrialized societies of non-industrial 
societies' wealth by export of progressively more ex
pensive armaments to these societies' established ruling 
groups. 

What in such circumstances is the national enemy? 
It is clear �hat from the standpoint of national citizenries, 
the enemy is this process of ruling group exploitation and 
militarization itself. 

Yet what will be predictably identified as the nation's 
enemy will be those persons or groups who oppose this very 
process. T,hat such people or groups will be targeted as 
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the official enemy is an easily testable hypothesis. It is 
widely confirmable, and nowhere clearly disconfirmed in 
the world today. The 'enemy' that is in this way identi
fied may be a rival superpower (if there is, in fact, such 
opposition, as distinguished from, say, tacit imperial col
laboration), but may be any group, domestic or external, 
real or contrived, which is perceived as disturbing the ful
filment of these objectives. 

Whatever group is chosen, and however irrelevant to 
a national people's real life-and-death problems it may be, 
we can ·predict that it will be selected in accordance with 
this pattern as the mortal adversary under some culturally 
accepted rubric of diabolic qualification, such as 'commu
nists', 'terrorists', 'anti-Soviet agents', 'foreign infidels', or 
the like [19]. Having been thus identified as the enemy to 
justify the escalation of militarization, and thereby the in
creased fulfilment of the objectives, this enemy becomes 
indispensable to perpetuation of the pattern. Its posited 
threat, along with claimed vulnerabilities to its attack, are 
required to sustain the game [20]. 

In this way a closed loop of ruling thought and action 
is formed which is generally re-enforced, not weakened, by 
armed resistance to it: to the present .point of multiples 
of globe-destroying weapons of 'defence', and military ex
penditures of 1. 7 million dollars per minute devoted to the 
struggle against designated 'national enemies'. 

T�is is the inner program underlying determination 
of the national enemy where none may, in fact, exist of the 
kind constructed. But thought is not so easily controlled 
as to render this underlying pattern the sequence of neces
sity it is made to appear as. There are other choices open 
to national populations than acquiescence in a program 
so fundamentally inimical to their own collective survival 
and security. 

One such choice is to consider the evidence of mili
tarily armed groups in fact posing a danger to the lives 
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and security of national citizen bodies. In most countries 
of Central and South America, the Far East, the Mid
dle East and sub-Sahara Africa, the greatest and often 
only armed threat to their inhabitants has for many years 
demonstrably proceeded from their own militaries who ' ' 
being inclined to view the civil populations they rule as 
the national enemy, have established order by. such means 
as mass civilian terror and slaughter, despotic imposition 
of laws and government, violent looting and extortion, and 
despoliation of public resources [21]. 

Even with the superpowers, if we consider the matter 
from the standpoint of other than counterfactual imagi
nation, the military industrial complexes of the US and 
the USSR have endangered the security and lives of their 
own citizens far more palpably than either's aggression 
against the other: essentially by vast expenditures on arms 
that have correspondingly derogated from tribute-free cit

izen time and the safety of social environments, but also 
by thousands of mutilations and deaths of their own citi
zens incurred by these superpowers' military invasions of 
smaller countries [22]. 

1 

Such a method of defending a nation's people is in the 
�nd absurd, because its practice systematically contradicts 
its declared objective. In countries such as Guatemala El 
Salvador, Indonesia, Uganda, Kampuchea South Af;ica 
or Chile, national security establishments have been more 
destructive of national social life than invasion by a foreign 
power. 

Who is the national enemy, then, is a question whose 
proper answer is often, perhaps generally opposite to what 
the �litary program would have us beli;ve. If humanity's 
s�ec1es-distinctive capacity to make war is to be rationally 
�rected, the primary enemy to target would seem increas
mgly to be the military system itself. 
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Part VI 

Discovering the Just War 

Once the opposition to national well-being is identi
fied, the value ascribed to the chosen adversary remains 
posed as a problem for judgement. Though unreflective 
consciousness assumes opposition to itself to be evil, this 
is an inference that allows of alternative. Rollerball patri
ots and evangelicals, not to say the invested leaders of their 
governments, assume a moral justification to destroy op
ponents to their will. But their judgement is distorted by 
what Hobbes has called the 'notable multiplying glasses' 
of self-interest. Such magnifiers not only predispose the 
outlook of fictional idiocyncratics like Ahab, who judges 
the great whale he chooses to war against as 'all evil vis
ibly personified', but can govern real heads of state too 
who may view their chosen opponents as 'the focus of all 
evil in the modern world'. 

Absolute disvaluation of one's opposition is, however, 
not a necessary consequence of even annihilative intention. 
It is an option of ethical judgement. It could more diffi
dently conceptualize its adversary in opposite t�rms and, 
like Heraclitus, conceive of the opposition in even military 
war as just by its very nature, in that it ensures that no 
part of nature can overstep its measures, and thereby or
ders the world as it ought to be ordered, whether or not 
one's own self or state is thus restrained by cosmic propri
ety (23]. 

Evaluation of the enemy one intends to eradicate may 
also make an enabling distinction. It may distinguish be
tween the enemy it seeks to destroy by war and what ought 
not to be destroyed - other human lives. Thus, just as 
with morally unimpeachable wars against organic diseases 
and other unambiguously destructive patterns, which are 
best waged against highly specific and invariant enemies 
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whose elimination entails no loss of human life, the moral 
war seeks only to expunge the disabling pattern. This pat
tern is judged to be the enemy ( e.g. bubonic plague), not 
necessarily the being that bears it (e.g. the rodent). 

Applying this fundamental but overlooked distinction 
to human enemies, we can say that such and such a pattern 
of behaviour ( e.g. Nazism) is an utmost evil,. and that it 
obliges us to go to battle to the death agai:µst it. But 
such a value judgement does not necessitate the death 
of persons bearing the pattern of even Nazism: it is not 
persons as such who are finally depraved (because they 
can and may reform), but rather the murderous pattern 
they choose or are forced to bear. 

Analysts of moral choice in war have hitherto failed 
to consider this fundamental difference between agent and 
structure of action. Yet it emerges as a foundational op
tion where human enemies are concerned because agency 
here involves the capacity to choose an alternative to the 
deadly pattern, whereas non-human disease bearers have 
apparently no such capacity. They (the diseased pnes) 
traditionally have been killed to get at the patted. (the 
disease), whereas humans, as such, need not be. Some hu
mans may become 'beasts', and this is the deep meaning of 
the epithet: they have abandoned their elective capacities 
and hold incorrigibly to inhuman and viciously destruc
tive programs. In these cases, usually confined to those 
who derive social command from such programs, the only 
way to annihilate their pattern may be to annihilate them; 
or to eliminate by permanent imprisonment their capacity 
to perform such deeds. But these inalterable cases are far 
rarer than can warrant the mass-terrorist leap by military 
thought to projects of killing or threatening to kill thou
sands or millions, perhaps billions, of people as a 'necessity 
of self-defence'. 

Insofar as the military program itself increasingly en
dangers the security of unarmed citizens everywhere, its 
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implementation poses the very systematic violence and 
threat to civilization and peace it purports to defend 
against. Because it produces and propagates the orga
nized attack on civilian peace and security that its pu
tative value is to prevent, its practice plainly contradicts 
its goal. More subtly, the evil of the enemy that it up
holds in order to justify this practice supposes the very en
emy capacity for choice which its homicidal methods over
look. For since moral good or bad presupposes choice, this 
judgement entails the adversary's option of other course. 
From the premise of the military position itself, then, it 
does not follow that the persons of the enemy's general 
population, as distinct from the disabling pattern they 
are constrained to bear, require to be killed. 

This fundamental distinction · between persons and 
the patterns they bear is deeper than the well-known dis
tinction between civilians and soldiers advocated by more 
discriminating advocates of military solution like Eliza� 
beth Anscombe [24]. Under our deeper distinction we do 
not have the right to kill even those who are militarily 
determined to kill us. Rather, our war is properly to be 
waged against the pattern they bear, which is typically 
imposed from above, and by a command which is struc
tured to be untouched by military attack. Entirely dif
ferent consequences of action follow from this distinction. 
One doesn't look for ways of blowing up enemy soldiers, 
but �f fighting the economic-military program by which 
they are bound. This fight can proceed by any number 
of long-term or short-term strategies of non-military war 
- from abolishing or deposing professional armies them
selves ( as in distinctively peaceful Costa Rica or post
war Japan), to national and international activisms of 
UN peacekeeping, weapon-dismantling, total boycott, co
ordinated strike, collective disobedience, ideological war, 
tax-strangling, mass revolt, or political expunction of state 
terrorist permissions [25]: 
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Again, the underlying distinction here is not that ad
vanced by Thomas Nagel in his hallmark article 'War and 
Massacre' which, like Anscombe's, restricts the proper ob
jects of military killing to enemy combatants. We agree 
in specifically condemning as moral evils 'the indiscrim
inate destructiveness of anti-personnel weapons; napalm 
- cruelty to prisoners; massive relocation of dvilians; de
struction of crops - piecemeal wiping out of rural civilian 
populations in airborne anti-guerrilla warfare' [26]. How
ever, Nagel's more judicious and humane alternative of en
gaging the 'person' of the attacker and no other, and then 
only in those respects in which this person or persons are 
a threat (not their families or community or other 'irrele
vant aspects' of their being), falls far short of the deeper 
wedge of distinction proposed here. For it is precisely not 
the person, who as such is capable of an alternative mode 
of expression, who warrants destructive targeting. Rather, 
we argue, it is the disabling program the combatant is now 
a bearer of, the form of social life coercively governing him, 
which is the proper object of annihilative attack. Military 
combatants are, after all, normally forced to be military 
combatants. They have little or no choice in performing 
the role for which they may, even according to Nagel, be 
rightfully killed. The paradox that thus arises - of justly 
tearing people to pieces for what they did not choose to 
do - is only resolved if we recognize that it is the coercive 
pattern, not the people bound by it, against which deadly 
counter-attack is appropriate. 

Recently, Laura Westra has also argued that Nagel's 
position does not acknowledge the requirement of 'culpa
ble intent' in his distinction between combatants and civil
ians. She writes: 

'Perhaps ignorance, based upon a wilful external effort 
to present facts, situations and actions in an appropriate 
rose-coloured light might place drafted enemy armies 
at the level of partial innocence ( something like the le-
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gal notion of extenuating circumstances j5erhaps). This 
should still be sufficient to spare them from 'rightful 
obliteration' at our hands' (27]. 

While Westra, like her forbears Anscombe and Nagel, 
continues to advance an important distinction between the 
guilty and the innocent in military war, she also continues 
to miss the basic point. Merely personal intentions do not 
and cannot get to the bottom of the matter. Disclosure of 
groups within the enemy population whose intentions do 
not deserve the death or mutilation the military system 
prescribes for them, does indeed draw the curtain away 
from the established monolith 'Enemy'. That is all to the 
good. But as this process of analysis leads from bystand
ing civilians to conscripted soldiers themselves, it reveals 
in ·its wake an underlying form of �ocial coercion and de
struction within which the vast majority of those at war 
on both sides are involuntarily imprisoned - the military 
form of war itself. It is this imposed program of war and 
its ruling group interests that are the real enemy against 
which some new form of war is morally justified, and im
perative to the species. 

The solution to the problem of whom one can right
fully kill in war will continue to evade us until we move to 
this deeper ground of the social structures within which 
both sides of military war are normally constrained to 
act. Here innocent or guilty intentions must be given their 
context if we are to understand more than mere appear
ances and symptoms. The full problem can be plumbed 
only when the underlying form of social rule within which 
the majority are largely cogs and victims - specifically, 
the military program by which this rule is sustained -
is brought front and square into the moral picture. Until 
then, we are without the bearings we require to under
stand what we judge, floundering about in assessments 
of guilt and innocence of mostly helpless bit-players in 
a compulsory killer game. It is this game itself and the 
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various economic, political, and military beneficiaries who 
preside in safety over its civil i_mposition, which require 
moral targeting. That is the step for which recent philo
sophical exposure of the innocent enemy has prepared us, 
but which has not yet been taken. 

When we do move towards the social-structure frame
work within which war's massacres occur, and consider 
in reflection more coherent alternatives of which national 
security and self-defence admit, much emerges to notice. 
The enemy which threatens us most directly, we begin to 
see, is within our own borders, as is theirs, and it is the 
ruling military-industrial complex itself. This understand
ing leads to very different and more far-reaching modes of 
war. It radically reduces the right to kill humans, if any 
such right remains at all, to those alone who freely persist 
in murderous actions. At the same time, it systematically 
widens the enemy to be annihilated to those militarist pat
terns that prescribe such programs. 
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Part VII 

Modes of War: From Genocide to Liberation 

Once we understand the nature of the war-enemy, 
there arises the question of what mode of annihilation to 
choose against it. There remain world-defining options 
here. But for the military form of war, these options are 
radically determined. With the notable exception of the 
ancient strategist, Sun Tau, large-scale massacre has been 
the chosen method, and ever more efficient means of mass 
homicide the direction of its historical development [28]. 

When we turn to the normative cornerstone of West
ern civilization on the issue, we find indeed that total 
destruction of men, women and children and systems of 
life support is specifically commanded by the Almighty 
of the Judaic-Christian tradition. Thus to His voice is 
attributed the still believed intention to take 'the whole 
land of Canaan [for Israel] to own in perpetuity' (Gen
esis: 17:21); and, in explicit prohibition of any 'pact 
with them', to 'exterminate' all of Palestine's inhabitants, 
'Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites, Canaanites, Hivites, and 
Jebusite' (Exodus: 23:24). 

It is instructive to compare this genocidal norm of 
military war whose prescription remains conventionally re
versed as the work of God, with Sun Tzu's more civil but 
ignored counsel 2300 years ago recommending infliction on 
the enemy of the fewest possible casualties [29]. 

The traditional form of military war has nevertheless 
prevailed. It has been applied by our military allies in re
cent decades to the cities of Dresden and Hiroshima in the 
second world war, and since, to various Vietnamese, In
donesian, Chilean, El Salvadorean, Guatemalan, Timorese 
and Nicaraguan peoples and villages [30]. 

The more limited intent to kill only the part of the 
opposition that resists its society's enslavement or <lorn-
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ination is a more lenient intent in military history. Its 
pattern is a connecting thread between imperial systems 
from ancient Egypt and Greece to the present. It not only 
occurs, for example, in the Old Testament as another op
tion reportedly entertained by Yahweh, but is celebrated 
in the Hindu Rg Veda and Arthasastra as a rightful reward 
for stronger kings. It is also·implied by Plato, Aristotle, 
and other classical thinkers as a requirement for reduc
ing 'barbarian' peoples. Over two thousand years later, it 
remains vigorously endorsed by Hegel as the most basic 
relationship between humans. 'Each aims at the destruc
tion and death of the other', he argues, until one is terrified 
out of choosing a transcendent attitude to the body and 
submits in bondage to his adversary. The institutionaliza
tion of this process in nation-state wars is then exalted by 
Hegel as the 'spirit's ultimate instrument' for 'universal
izing Right and Law on Earth' [31]. 

The goal of reducing other societies to servitude by 
military terror continues to be upheld in the most recent 
century. 'War', says von Clausewitz in his still axiomatic 
definition, 'is an act of violence intended to comp

1
el our 

opponent to fulfil our will'. Von Clausewitz also posits 
as the end of military war the purely annihilative goal of 
'destroying the adversary', but his apparent inconsistency 
on this point is resolvable if we retain the agent/pattern 
distinction of the previous section. That is, annihilation of 
the enemy may proceed by killing people, or by expunging 
the pattern they bear. Von Clausewitz unwittingly employs 
this distinction, without recognizing it or the general prin
ciple it limitedly expresses [32]. 

Note the bridge between those military modes of war 
which seek the absolute death of the other, and those 
which seek merely the liquidation of his autonomy. This 
t�ansition marks the principal difference between civiliza
tion's earlier and later forms of military genocide. The 
advance that occurs here is that the opponent is no longer 
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to be slaughtered and left as waste, but is to be incorpo
rated alive into the proprietary domain of the conqueror, 
as in slavery, feudal bondage, and colonialism. As with 
all advances of conquest stage, the governing principle of 
ascending value here is more inclusive enablement, which 
follows from the fact that the defeated adversary or vic
tim is not destroyed but preserved, albeit in a form that 
is reduced to extension of another's will. 

In general, intertribal and international contest has 
remained confined to one or other of these military
genocidal forms of war. Non-homicidal arenas of conquest 
- by economic competition, by cultural superiority, by 
the relentless battle for a better life - have been less 
favoured as modes of international combat than proof of 
greatness by kill-capacity. We remain with the military 
paradigm largely stuck at the killer-gang stage of waging 
war. 

On the other hand, the choice exists for non
pathological modes war. Nations, like individuals, might, 
for example, elect a form of purging, educative war gov
erned by an opposite principle: to abolish the enemy by 
any means possible that does not prescribe the death 
or subordination of human life. Consider, for example, 
Yeshua's attitude to a 'right arm that offendeth thee', or 
Gandhi's self-declared 'fight to the finish' with the British 
rule in India [33]. Both propose a war to the death with 
a chosen adversary judged evil, but each recommends a 
mode ·of war that will not destroy, but will more inclusively 
enable human life by the annihilative victory it seeks. As 
with the enlightened warrior exemplars of other cultures, 
from Vedic seer and Tibetan Buddhist to Toltec Indian, 
war to the death is here a form of contest which repudiates 
the mass sacrifice of human beings as a method, and wages 
in its stead a 'fight to the finish' that does not destroy but 
capacitates [34]. 

This is not at all to say that non-violent forms of war 
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are the only alternatives to military mass-kill as types of 
intrahuman war. One need not suppose that to reject mil
itary war one must also reject all violence. War can be 
violent in a myriad of ways not prescribing or threatening 
mass-homicide: war by total disruption, non-lethal sabo
tage, weaponless martial art, /or example, not to say other 
imaginable modes of war neither non-violent nor mass
murderous in nature. Here again, the range of understood 
options opens with the mind's release from absolutist mil
itary assumptions. 

War by human sacrifice remains, however, a ritual 
given of the military program. We can discern it� compul
sive operation in laboratory-test isolation in contemporary 
military strikes against identified national enemies. Con
sider, for example, the currently fashionable armed-force 
raids to 'punish' declared enemies in foreign societies. 

The pure pattern is exemplified in 'anti-terrorist' at
tacks against weaker third-world cities and settlements in 
the Middle East and southern Africa by Israeli, Ameri
can and South African militaries, and takes the form of 
launching homicidal attacks: 

(i) that cannot but kill known innocents in large num
bers; 
(ii) that do not, in fact, kill those alleged to be the 
wrongdoers against whom the attacks are made; 
(iii) that produce no proof before or after that the iden
tified enemy's wrongdoing is or will be deterred by the 
attacks; and 
(iv) that invariably result in further deaths and dangers 
to innocents of the same nation as those who command 
the attacks. 

The persistent compulsive choice of such a mode of 
interaction with enemies one would annihilate in the face 
of its failure to work, demonstrates the militar; program's 
depth of hold. Its prescription of mass homicide· in con
tradiction _to evidence, consistency, declared principles of 
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'• 

justice, and the security of the defended national body it-

self discloses a pattern of ratiocination that if adopted by 

a n�n-state intelligence would be judged as irredeemably 

and criminally insane. But it is nevertheless advocated 

and justified as if there were 'no choice', as if the 'national 

will' required such an expression to survive. 
What makes the problem a deep structural derange

ment in the regimen of current civilization is that this 

military line of thought is transcultural, and more pro

grammatic in state-terrorist 'fights against te�rorism' t�an 

in the 'terrorist' movements these fight agamst. It 1s a 

decision-pattern of military commands in general. Its pro

gram is not, however, prescribed by some immutable flaw 

of the human form. War, organized annihilation of the 

enemy, admits of as many forms of relati�nship w�th its 

object as life does drawing lines of what will and will not 

be allowed to exist; and these lines of battle are as open to 

enabling or disabling choice as are our intentio�s _to fig�t 

to the death against plagues, monsters, or self-hrmts. It 1s 

the specific type of war dictated by the military paradigm 

that afflicts us. Compulsory military service, taxation and 

command are not expressions of human nature, but impo

sitions by force of war's military mode. 
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Part VIII 

The Political Economy of Militarization 

Once the military mode of war has been chosen in 
ignorance of more rational forms of combat that do not 
prescribe mass murder as a method, the choice remains as 
to the weapons to be used to obliterate the declared enemy. 
It seems only with this final aspect of war intention that 
the idea of choice has entered seriously into mainstream 
political thought: the choice of instruments and strategies 
of group-kill. 

Here, if nowhere else, the rese�ched options are de
tailed, inventive and comprehensive. For efficient means of 
human slaughter under official command, there is no want 
of established support. Weapons are, after all, increasingly 
the world's most lucrative business. The ancient game of 
contriving means to kill and mutilate great numbers of 
other human beings is more rewarding than ever to its 
non-combatant principals. Indeed what is foundationally 
new in modern warfare is that the interests of military 
and business commands increasingly coincide in military
industrial economies, where once they were opposed. In 
this new context of expanding partnership between mili
tary and business leaderships, funded by escalating state 
support of armaments purchase, weapons manufacture has 

almost certainly become the most thoroughly and expen
sively explored range of choice in humanity's history. From 
single Trident submarines over two football-fields long and 
b�aring 2040 Hiroshimas' worth of nuclear strike, to Star 

Wars military schemes costing the national income of en
tire countries to research, the panoply of proposed and 
realized military commodities and strategies is bizarre in 
its extremes. No systematic ignorance and evasion of. op
tion exists here as on the other levels of war's choice ma
trix. There_ are too many pay-offs in revenues, powers, and 
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perquisites to business, military and political leaderships 
by weapon buildups to choose out of the game. 

Were Marx alive today, he would be profoundly inter
ested in the political economy of military production: (1) 
because of its increasing centrality in the process of pro
duction and exchange (which he never anticipated); and 
(2) because of its now systematic and normalized role in 
contemporary states' management of economic and polit
ical crises. 

Let us consider these developments in turn. 
(1) Armaments have exceptional and generally unseen ad
vantages as commodities for profitable manufacture and 
sale. These advantages together operate as a hidden struc
ture of economic determination biasing capital investment 
towards armaments production: 

i) the military product's uniquely high per-unit 

price, whether sold as an overall weapon system or 
as an individual component, accessory, replacement, or 
part ( e.g. $26,000,000,000 for the first five years of re
search and development of the US Strategic Defence Ini
tiative system, or $7,417 paid by the U.S. Air Force to 
General Dynamics for two one-cent pins) [35]. 
ii) the specially rapid rate of obsolescence and 

turnover of military goods: which follows necessarily 
from continuous development under established arms
race conditions as well as from destruction by use - a 
pattern that generates, in turn, a sustained or escalating 
effective demand for more military commodities; 
iii) the monopoly or semi-monopoly position of 
established military manufacturers which follows: (a) 
from the designation of military production designs and 
methods as state secrets; (b) from the high capital costs 
of armaments technology and manufacture; and ( c) from 
the privileged linkages of established military producers 
with government defence and procurement agencies; 
iv) the large-scale and secure capital financing 
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of military research, production, and cost-additions: a 
funding which is ensured by coercive state mechanisms 
of public taxation, resource allocation, and national
debt imposition, and which is available to no other sys
tem of commodity production [36]. 

Thes� hidden distinguishing features of the military 
product disclose a rational self-interest for the arms race 
that is generally overlooked. Theories of an unconscious 
human drive to aggression, a national territorial instinct 
for exp�sion, � inborn destructive propensity of the 
human id, a peculiarly demonic enemy bent on world con
quest, an inherent irrationality of nation-state divisions 
and other such general ideas to explain the madness of th� 
arms-race are ideological mystifications which conceal its 
real function. The arms race is a mechanism of economic 
and political rule. It systematically serves the advance of 
ruling-group interests in the ways we have identified ear
lier (part IV) and specifically provides peerless commodity 
advantages for military-industrial businesses. By its na
ture the arms race continuously reproduces and expands 
the_ demand for. its products and opportunities for profit 
whic� are unav�lable to any other form of commodity pro
duct10n - particularly during times of economic recession 
or depression. 

It is this underlying transnational economic base of 
�he arms race that explains its occurrence in the face of 
its tendency to contradict the very interests of civilian 
peace and security for which it is said to be pursued. 
�2) On the political level, the use of rapidly developing mil
itary means for blocking or destroying political and labour 
movements that pose a danger to private capital ownership 
has long played an indispensable superstructural role in 
maintaining post-colonial capitalism as an economic sys
�em through social, labour and public debt crises. This 
is especially true of poverty-ridden third world soci�ties 
where military or militarily controlled governments hav� 
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been the rule from Latin America to South-East A�ia since 
their decolonization. 

This pattern of capital-benefiting militarization has 

historically impelled and sustained an anti-capitalist 

militarization by aspiring or established state-socialist 
regimes. That is, the dominant pattern of revolutionary 
socialist movements and states from the Bolshevik success 
on has been to militarize their own industrial and politi
cal structures under the central command of Communist 
Party leadership, which has traditionally characterized it
self as the 'general staff of the revolution'. This central
ized, militarily-secured rule has, then, served the inter
ests of its commanding beneficiaries as systematically as 
militarized commodity production and political rule serve 
industrial, merchant and finance capital. 

Against the military-industrial complexes of capital
ism, in historical consequence, now stand the military
industrial complexes of state socialism: both rapidly grow
ing, each generating privileges and protections to their re
spective ruling groups, and both variously dependent upon 
resort to armed force in sustaining their systems of mutu
ally reinforcing hegemony. In this manner, an escalating 
militarization of control of society has been historically en
gendered across both capitalist and sociaHst camps alike, 
with its overall pattern of power and advantage to the 
ruling blocs of both systems remaining unrecognized by 
Marxian as well as anti-Marxian analysis [37]. 

Becttuse human societies across the world in this 
way increasingly reproduce themselves as military bod
ies and reflex-systems poised for the destruction of dis
cerned group-enemies, non-military options for conquering 
adversaries have been generally ruled out a priori. This 
mind-set corresponds to the structures of rule that mil
itary buildups globally serve and protect. It is, in the 
language of Marx, a 'form of social consciousness' that 
reflects ruling-class interests of control and exploitation. 
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Even if_ �litary war is not the God-ordained necessity 
that religious and patriotic fanaticisms across the world 
now declare it is, a calmer ruling belief persists that no 
feasible alternative to the strategy of mass homicide ex
ists to secure us from the threat of foreign enemies. 

What this dogma of national security conceals how
ever, is a novel aspect of our contemporary condition -
namely, th�t t�e nature of the military program's pursuit 
has so qual1tat1vely changed in the direction of destructive 
capacity and ongoing production cost that traditionally 
accepted arguments for its defensive necessity no longer 
apply. The historically unprecedented dangers and costs 
of military buildups can no longer be justified by the ex
ternal threats of invasion they are held to defend against. 

The need for such justification, if not its subversive 
implication, was obliquely admitted by. the recent U.S. 
Secretary of Defense, Casper Weinberger who asserted· 
'It's the threat that makes the budget' [38]. 

An alleged proof of proportionality between threat 
and military budget is now achieved on the basis of 
three illicit assumptions. Claimed and often invented 
threats are treated as facts. A causal connection b�tween 
counter-threat and effective deterrence is supposed with
out, demons��ation. _And the dangers of provocation by 
one s own rruhtary buildup are simply ruled out of account. 
Moreover, no justification has ever been given even within 
these question-begging parameters to demonstrate that a 
military program is worth its great risks and costs to the 
national citizenries paying and dying for it. If we insist on 
logic�l and scientific method in ascertaining (i) probability 
of bemg attacked; (ii) proportionality of defensive counter
measure, ,,i,nd (iii) the effectiveness of poised mass-kill as 
deterrent, and do not merely presume the truth of official 
assertions on these matters, we are left without any good 
:eas_on to suppose that any major military program is- still 
Justified [39]. The assumption of a rational realism on the 



part of current military advocacy, then, does not �•tand up 
to scrutiny. It is a myth: merely an unverified belief whose 
propagation corresponds to ruling-group advantage. 

What then, if not military buildup, has deterred mil
itary war among industrialized nations in recent decades? 
The answer is discoverable in the technological; economic 
and civic contexts within which the industrialized na
tions' military mechanisms have been and are now located. 
These more basic conditions of social and political life have 
developed in still more profound and far-reaching ways 
than military means since World War II. Unprecedent
edly, the general populations of the industrialized nations 
have become domestically secure in the reproduction and 

development of their means of life - their food, shelter, 
employment, health care, and literacy. Corresponding to 
this historically unparalleled security of social base has 
grown an ever greater interdependence, interconnected
ness and similarity of rational method, production tech
nique, standard-of-life aspiration, and cultural exchange. 
An overall system of widely distributed life-welfare has 
thus developed in which actualized military warfare be
tween industrialized nations no longer qualifies as a fea
sibly self-interested strategy for any dominant population 
or ruling group. It is this vastly deepened and more inclu
sive socioeconomic interest in maintaining mutual security 
which best explains the political refrainment from armed 
warfare by the nations and peoples involved. Conversely, 
the undermining of this socioeconomic base - by mas
sive unemployment, by increasing ruling-group appropri
ation of society's wealth, by dismantling of public welfare 
systems through the militarization process itself - con
stitutes the most fundamental if unseen danger to this 
privileged enclave's achievement of military peace. 

Very real as well as contrived conflicts of regime inter
est still persist between the capitalist and state-socialist 
blocs within the industrialized world. But contest be-
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tween them is sufficiently intense - and expressive in 
non-military arenas, and so historically discredited and 
impractical on the plane of direct military attack on one 
another, that these blocs' respective military build-ups 
may be better accounted for as a function of internal re
quirements of rule and profit than as essential to deterring 
external invasion. The latter .option is in neither popula
tion's nor ruling bloc's interest, given the continued sta
bility and advance of their respective socioeconomic foun
dations. 

If mutually destructive military capacity is the factor 
by which we are to explain the refusal of industrialized 
nations over 40 years and countless disputes to engage in 
actual military war with one another, then this explana
tion is quite unable to account for the fact that the United 
States or the USSR, with incomparably greater military 
force, a well-known priority for national self-interest, and 
vast resources to win by conquest, have not invaded, say, 
adjacent Canada or Finland. Nor, more generally, can 
such a mode of explanation account for the fact that a 
more powerful NATO did not attack a much weakerfWar
saw Pact_ for over 20 years of declared intense enmity. 
What has protected the latter countries from such inva
sion cannot be their development of military programs; for 
Canada, Finland, or the outlying nations of the Warsaw 
Pact have not had the weapon parity to prevail militarily 
against such aggressions. On the other hand, what can 
account for these countries' relative security from military 
attack by stronger neighbours is a systematic combination 
of non-military factors: not only the social reproduction 
bases of the societies concerned, but, as well, political and 
ideological-factors such as the civil memory of the Nazi dis
aster and customary patterns of international intercourse 
whose armed-force usurpation would so violate dearly held 
norms of group life as to make subsequent occupation· un
viable. Perestroika and glasnost are outgrowths of this 
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shared civil context of social security and law. '• 

Where military invasion has exceptionally occurred 
between industrialized nations in the post World War II 
era (e.g. the USSR-led military occupation of Czechoslo
vakia in 1968), it was to secure an already-established do
minion, and was achieved ( at irreparable ideological cost) 
by the systematic co-operation of the invaded nation's own 
armed forces: a contingency which would seem best pre
ventable not by a national military program which in fact 
assisted it, but by prepared systems of society-wide civil 
disobedience. Indeed it is precisely these non-military sys
tems of social war that have already prevailed with less 
developed civilian contexts to work from, against power
ful alien militaries in India, Thailand, Iran, the Philip
pines, Argentina, and perhaps soon in other countries 
like Burma, Palestine, or Chile. They have arisen, more
over, without any of the enormous resources and support 
structures of the military system: without public taxa
tion bases, technological infrastructures, long-term train
ing and scientific research, civilian drafts, censored media 
or traditional patriotic inculcation to establish them as 
means of collective defence. The pre-emption of these sys
tems of non-military social war from nation-state thinking 
is not on account of their impossibility as forms of effective 
national defence, but because of their inherent incompati
bility with the military system's advantages to established 
power elites. 

What �is finally ignored by the conventional ideology 
of military 'national security' is the unintended effect of 
its continued implementation. It is possible that, with
out anyone's knowledge, the world's current militarization 
serves some long-term historical purpose other than the 
safety or security of national peoples, or even ruling-group 
power and maintenance. The vast tax revenues such mil
itarization increasingly demands in the face of business 
opposition to government control of capital may fulfil the 
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hidden function of concentrating control of social wealth 
in the hands of the contemporary state: an unforeseen and 
rapid conversion of citizens' private money to state owner
ship that, in the long run, could provide the government
controlled surplus wealth to base a state-socialist economy. 
Under this view, it would. be the ironic consequence of 
military-industrial capitalism's claimed opposition to So
viet domination of the world that it creates the material 
conditions and the regulatory impetus for the very statist 
order it is claimed to prevent. 

Certainly, there is a systematic transferral, by govern
ment loan financing and present and future tax imposition, 
of private monies into state control with military, and war 
economies. This unseen pattern of what we might call uni
versalizing military statism is not only implicitly present 
in capitalist economies of substantial military-industrial 
composition, but calls forth its explicit version in actually 
existing military statisms, which have become similarly 
reinforced to compete with and survive against the armed 
forces of their capitalist adversaries. Whatever the even
tual outcome of this process of state militarization' may 
be, it can hardly give comfort to even those whose pri
ority it is to protect the free world of investment capital, 
let alone to those who still imagine that defence establish
ments are there to secure civilian lives from military terror 
and aggression. 
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Part IX 

Conclusion 

The bias of our social and political thought towards 
homicidal weapons systems for self-defence is, in the end, 
a transcultural prejudice - underwritten by ancient pat
terns of hostility to extra-tribal groups, and increasingly 
reinforced by coinciding profitabilility to economic and 
military leaderships. It has become now the most dan
gerous prejudice that has ever existed. Its revanchist as
cension to state office in recent years under the guise of 
'deterrence' has redefined national priorities, multiplied 
public debts to crisis proportions, and expanded military 
industry to a normalized race of kill-capacity beyond the 
limits of planetary life itself [40). The logic of armed-force 
resolution has come, indeed, to structure the contents of 
mass entertainment and national self-definitions, not to 
say visions of revolutionary alternative themselves. Hu
man culture seems on the verge of default to the military 
program as the final shared framework of empowerment 
and meaning. 

The established criterion of national legitimacy has 
long been, it is true, the recognized power ·of author
ity to impose its will on a population by demonstrated 
monopoly of organized armed force. But this underlying 
measure of national legitimacy and sovereignty operates in 
accordance with a law of progression: the more military 

means are developed in command of social labour 
and resources, range of deployment and violent ef
fect, and capacity for universal surveillance, the 

more human existence passes under military con

trol. Because such a pattern of increasing military capac
itation and cost has in fact followed from the arms race 
and growth of national security establishments, the ascen
sion of military, militarily imposed, or militarily expand-
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ing governments to control civilian existence is the now 
established, if hidden, crystallizing pattern of our global 
social order. 

Its phenomena can be seen everywhere, and are all 
connected: military threats or interventions to ensure 
labour supply or intensification; military models of cor
porate management and marketplace competition; mili
tary priorities of public expenditure; military toys, arcade 
games, fashion designs, and schoolchild chants; armed
force heroes and plots of mass television, film, book, and 
newsprint media; military organization and contents of 
leisure contests, spectator sports and spectacles; concep
tualization of religious aspiration, political conflict, so
cial development, and organic defence itself in terms of 
military-bearing battles and attacks; celebration of na
tional collectivity and conscience in the symbology of mili
tary displays, anthems, and invocations; and, in increasing 
closure to alternative means of proving national strength, 
denigration of non-military options as 'weak', 'soft', or 
'unrealistic' ... These all manifest a way of life in the �orld 
that is unified by a culture of military a priorism that runs 
increasingly beneath conscious understanding and control 
[41 ]. 

Yet there are, as we have found, other options. The 
Zen master chooses a sudden slap in the face of the igno
rance he would war against. Contemporary populations 
from the Americas to the Far East have brought down 
military power-structures by relentlessly systematic non
cooperation. Evolutionary attrition, annihilative ridicule 
and exposure, society-wide disobedience, economic boy
cott, technological or cultural displacement - these have 
all won collective victories far more economically and 
durably than any modern military machine. 

Unlike the military program, their logic is not to de
stroy persons, but to transform human agency; not to cen
tralize command and weaponry, but to distribute social 
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power and civilian choice. 
The most broadly effective deterrent of social aggres

sion from the time of the ancient Chinese to the contem
porary global village has been the power of public shame. 
Indeed, given the new media mechanisms of world opinion 
to administer public censure, the peculiar sensitivity of 
even hardened tyrants to its experience [42], and the will
ingness of most recruits to war to die rather than suffer it, 
it is an option for behavioral extinction that more readily 
recommends itself to reason than mass-kill methods which 
are increasingly known to terrorize and bankrupt the very 
civil bodies they purport to protect. 

Contesting the lines of life and death is a far more 
open matter than the military paradigm assumes. The 
nature of the national self and its projects, what is judged 
the enemy, why, how, and by what means its annihila
tion is sought - these all admit of profound if unexplored 
ranges of choice. 

Humanity's essential conflictedness cannot, of course, 
be wished away by a utopian flight into pure peace, be
yond contesting and conflict, where communion is won 
by some final war or renunciation [43]. Men and nations 
are condemned to the freedom of drawing the lines of the 
world, of determining what is to live and what is to die, 
now more than ever by the demands of their technologies 
and numbers. But even on the most elementary level of 
reality's definition, war is made not given, a theatre of 
possibilities reduced to uniformity and the logic of armed 
terror not by national or natural requirement, but by the 
military necessity of commanding civilian bodies against 
their own interests and wills. 

The consequence of the military program is, in the 
end, to reverse the order of war's proper object in ever 
greater extremes, raising pathogenic command as human 
life's defence, and destroying the civil, the vitally produc
tive, and the individual by its very nature. The human 
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struggle for survival is, at this juncture of its history, no 
longer against natural or foreign enemies or even war as 
such, but against the military program itself. 

I 
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Notes 

[1] Sources of these statements are, in order: S L A Mar
shall, Men Against Fire (New York: Wm Morrow, 
1947) pp 56-57; William Manchester, American Caesar: 
Douglas MacArthur 1880-1964 (London: Hutchinson, 
1979) 622-23; Joseph Frazier American Press News Ser
vice 3 December 1984. I am indebted to Gwynne Dyer's 
War (Toronto: Stoddart, 1985) p 142 for the first of these 
quotations. 

[2] Ruth Leger Sivard's annual survey World Military 
and Social Expenditures (Washington D.C.: World 
Priorities, 1974-88) has reported that there are now over 
50,000 nuclear weapons in the world (15 to 30 times the 
megatonnage which would be needed to· destroy global 
life); that military expenditures currently exceed the to
tal income of almost half the world's total population; 
that more than 1,000,000,000 people live under military
controlled governments ( excluding militarily-controlled 
civilian governments), four-fifths of which regimes use vio
lence against their own citizens; and that almost 20 million 
people have been killed in wars since 1945, almost entirely 
in the non-industrialized world, where military expendi
tures have risen more than tenfold since 1960: Retired US 
Admiral Eugene Carroll summarizes the growing public 
intuition in opposition to this state of affairs: 'As Dwight 
D. Eisenhower has said, people want peace so much that 
some day go�ernments will have to get out of the way and 
let the people have peace' (Operation Dismantle Appeal, 
Ottawa, April 1986). 

[3] i) The dean of contemporary disarmament theory, 
Quincy Wright, presupposes this mass-homicide principle 
of war throughout the two volumes of his magisterial A 
Study of War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1942) as well as, more tellingly, in_ his The Role of Inter-
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'national Law in the Elimination of War (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1961). His presupposition 
remains shared by subsequent disarmament thinkers. ii) It 
might be objected by Marxists that a fundamental asym
metry of commitment to mass-murder war distinguishes 
capitalist and state-socialist regimes. For example, it 
could be pointed out in support of this position that cur
rent NATO regimes hold a commanding lead over War
saw Pact regimes in relative gross expenditures on lethal 
armaments, in development of nuclear weapons, in uni
lateral refusal of nuclear arms-control, in armed-force in
terventions in other countries, in the overall dollar value 
of homicidal weapons exported and, historically, in the 
air-force bombing of civilians and cities: differences which 
hold for the US and USSR superpowers in particular. For 
substantiation of these differences, see Fred Halliday, The 
Making of the Second Cold War (London: St. Mar
tin's Press, 1982), Mary Kaldor, The Disintegrating 
West (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1979), D Smith and M 
Kidron, The War Atlas: Armed Conflict, Armed 
Peace (London: Pan Books, 1983) and Solly Zuc�erman 
et al., Apocalypse Now? (Nottingham: Spokesman 
Books, 1980) as well as, for ongoing reliable analysis of 
US and NATO leads in these areas, Sivard, ibid. (note 
[2]) 1985, pp 47-8, the regular publications of The De

fense Monitor, Centre for Defense Information, Wash
ington D.C., and The Ploughshares Monitor (Institute of 
Peace and Conflict Studies, Conrad Grebel College, Wa
terloo, Canada). Nevertheless an underlying belief in the 
necessity of mass murdering 'national enemies' remains en
dorsed, and even glorified, by state-socialist leaderships. A 
revealingly symptomatic example of this traditional out
look occurs in a recent statement entitled Exploit in the 
Name of Peace published in 1986 under the auspices of 
the USSR Academy of Sciences, the Institute of Marxism-

. Leninism, and the Chief Political Department of tlie Soviet 
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Army and Navy: 'The Soviet Army proved to be � first
class and the most efficient army in the world. The Soviet 
Army routed, took prisoner and destroyed 607 divisions, 
whereas the Anglo-American Allies - only 176 divisions. 
The losses of the German army in the war against the 
USSR reached 10 million or 80 per cent of all its losses 
[killed people].' Social Sciences: USSR Academy of Sci

ences XVII, 1 (1986) p 223. The equation of war excel
lence and mass-kill achievement has been more graphically 
endorsed by the Latin-American revolutionary leader, Che 
Guevara, who states: 'Hate is a factor in the struggle, in
transigent hate for the enemy which takes one beyond the 
natural limitations of a human being and converts one into 
an effective violent, single-minded, cold, killing-machine' 
(Che Guevara Speaks ed. George Lavan (New York: 
Grove Press, 1967) p 156). 

[4] Though questions of war's justification and legitimate 
means have been prominent in Western philosophical dis
course since Saint Augustine's anecdotal reflections in 
The City of God and Thomas Aquinas' Questions 40, 
105, and 125 in the Summa Theologica, the mass
homicide and maiming model of military war has been 
invariably presupposed in even these ethico-religious anal
yses. The system remains unscrutinized in the upsurge of 
recent secular philosophical articles and books on the sub
ject, most of which are concerned with the ethical propri
ety of one means of mass-homicide war, the nuclear bomb 
method, whose catalysing paradox is that it threatens to 
harm its users. 'To control the military monster, at least 
to some degree', in the words of Nicholas Fotion and Ger
ard Elfrom's Military Ethics (London: Methuen, 1986), 
may now be an emergent philosophical concern of increas
ing vitality, but that this 'military monster' is war's nec
essary pattern continues to be assumed in even those ar
guments which seek to restrain it by arms control, spe-
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cific targeting, specific weapons abolitions, or world-law 
armies. 

[5] All current decision-theory and strategic analysis of 
war restricts itself to the issue of self-interest maximiza
tion. The prevailing paradigm of military rationality pre
sumes that each side's self-interest can only be won at 
the expense of the other ( the zero-sum game model: see 
notes [6] and [7]). However, even where there is path
breaking concern to show through such paradoxes as Pris
oner's Dilemma that self-interest is best secured by strate
gies of co-operation ( as in the strategic-theory work of 
Anatol Rapoport and Thomas C. Schelling over the last 
20 years), this position itself assumes that war as such 
requires the use of mass-homicidal weapons. 

[6] The premises of this tribal a priori of the military mind
set are revealed in value-loaded referring terms the truth 
of whose descriptive content is simply assumed: for exam
ple, characterization of one's own country or ally as 'free 
and democratic' and the opposing side as a 'totalitarian 
dictatorship'. These set ascriptions creep into even schol
arly discourse, and operate as the premises from which 
inferences of possible or recommended policies of mass 
human destruction are 'rationally' drawn. See, for exam
ple, The Use of Force: International Politics and 
Foreign Policy ed. Robert J Art and Kenneth N Waltz 
(Boston: Little Brown and Co., 1971), in particular the ar
ticles by John Foster Dulles, Robert S McNamara, Samuel 
P Huntington, and Henry A Kissinger. For more recent 
academic example, see Robert W Tucker, The Purposes 
of American Power: An Essay on National Secu
rity (New York: Praeger, 1981), Michael Novak, Moral 
Clarity in the Nuclear Age (London: Thomas Nelson, 
1983) and, rather more surreptitiously, David Gauthier, 
Deterrence, Maximization, and Rationality -Ethics 

94 (April 1984) pp 474-95. Here Gauthier characterizes 
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the intended deterrer as 'she' and the intended dete�red as 
'he', then makes the US 'she' and the 'SU' the assailant: 
in which positions he then further characterizes the US as 
in 'fear' of an SU 'nuclear strike' if the US 'refuses some 
demand' of the SU, or if there is 'US refusal to acquiesce' 
or 'refusal to submit' to the SU (pp 474, 478, 482, 485, 
489, 491, 492, 494). This implied opposition of virtuous 
maiden (the United States), and violating male (the So
viet Union) is the given position from which a retaliatory 
nuclear strike by the US that destroys the SU is argued by 
Gauthier as a 'maximally rational' policy intention, to be 
implemented even if its declared intention fails to deter. 
The tribal a priori regulating such mass-homicidal 'ratio
nality' is so entrenched that it can be endorsed by even 
those who recognize its hold. John Simmons, for example, 
assumes in his otherwise distinctively critical work, Moral 
Principles and Political Obligation (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press 1979) that 'noone could seri
ously maintain' that his political obligation was to 'oppose 
the efforts of his own unjust government at war with an
other' (p 32). Simmons presupposes this immoral identifi
cation as a requirement of political obligation, despite his 
reasoned repudiation of compulsory military service. His 
example illuminates our point. Even where· the tribal a 
priori biasing war thought is raised to view and the right 
of the national military to demand one's life is rejected, 
still the home-side prejudice of political obligation in all 
inter-state conflicts is accepted as given and axiomatic. 

[7] This is an underlying program of thought and never de
fended as such in military-strategic rationales, but may be 
discerned and tested in any such rationale (See, for exam
ple, the texts in note [6]). It is a pattern of thought that 
also governs paramilitary organizations, national secret 
police, intelligence agencies and the like whose direction or 
execution of homicidal attacks, torture, imprisonment of 
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internal and external 'enemies' is often more routine and 
mass-destructive than those by uniformed armed forces, 
with which they form by their similar logic of organiza
tion and action a common type. The rational essence of 
the military-mind sequence is encoded in zero-sum game 
theory which is almost universally presupposed in mili
tary and geopolitical strategic thinking (as Anatol Rapa
port points out in his Contributions of Game Theory 
to Peace Education in Nuclear War: The Search 
for Solutions ed. Thomas L Perry and Dianne De Mille 
(Vancouver, B.C.: Physicians for Social Responsibility, 
1985) pp 174, 181. In the logic of a zero-sum game, what
ever is deprived from one side is necessarily wpn by the 
other, and vice-versa. It is 'therefore assumed as reason
able that the opponent will always calculate so as to do 
his worst to you as he possibly can' (p 175). Operating 
in terms of this simplistic and maximally hostile frame
work of rationality, it follows easily that one's opponent 
in a confrontation of life-and-death stakes is conceived as 
an enemy, as immoral, as requiring conquest, and - since 
it is a military confrontation - a conquest by thr�atened 
or enacted killing. The program here is incoherent and 
monolithically presumptive from its base, but is every
where marked by final certitude in its formalized language 
of identification and deduction. For exploration of the pre
emptive finality of military conceptualization as it is ap
plied in national killing operations, see also Thomas Mer
ton, War and the Crisis of Language in The Critique 
of War ed. Robert Ginsberg (Chicago: Henry Reguery 
Co., 1969) pp 99-120. 

[8] Richard Wasserstrom has recognized in part this clo
sure to morality and reason in national institutions which, 
he says, have a 'theoretical incapacity' to perceive or to 
find against even the provable war crimes of their own 
governments (The Relevance of Nuremberg. Philoso-
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phy and Public Affairs 1 No 1 (Fall 1971) pp 42-3). 
[9] The joint repression of the Paris Commune by French 
and Prussian armies in 1871 during the Franco-Prussian 
War would be such an instance, as Marx points out in his 
The Civil War in France (London: Martin Lawrence, 
1933). 
[10] See, for example, the empi;ical study by Bengt Abra
hamson, Military Professionalization and Political 
Power (London: Sage, 1972) as well as, from a standpoint 
of approval, the contributions of Samuel P Huntington and 
others in Part 1 of War, Morality and the Military 
Profession ed. Malham M Wakin (Boulder, Colorado: 
Westview Press, 1986). 
[11] As US political analyst George F Will has put it: 
'Vietnam was positively Athenian next to what we're in
volved in in El Salvador, but we must recognize we're 
not there for the interests of El Salvador or anyone else's 
but ours. Sometimes a great nation has to pursue a pol
icy whatever its cost to others' (John McMurtry, Fas
cism and Neo-Conservatism: Is there a Difference? 
Praxis International 4, 1 (April 1984) p 90). 
[12] Here and elsewhere, we mean to focus by the expres
sion ruling group or its synonyms on that group of any soci
ety's decision-makers, including foreign owners or officials 
who, together, direct by occupancy of senior state office, 
ownership of�private capital or ascendant party position 
that society's production and use of the major means of 
production and destruction; and who individually derive 
from these positions of rule a securing or enlargement of 
their incomes or power to command by military enforce
ment. Note that this criterion is both broader and nar
rower in its reference than the Marxian criterion of ruling
class membership: broader by its inclusion of occupants of 
senior state or party office, and n�rrower by its exclusion 
of owners of social means of production whose positions of 
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rule do not depend for their sustainment on armed force. 
Though this latter requirement may seem largely verbal, 
because all members of all ruling classes seem thus secured 
by the protection of national armed forces, the qualifica
tion requires emphasis to reveal the generally overlooked 
connection between ruling-group ends and national mil
itary means. Disclosure of this connection exposes the 
naive but conventional dogma that national military es
tablishments exist to protect national peoples as a whole. 

[13] In his widely reproduced essay On the Morality of 
War: A Preliminary Inquiry, Richard Wasserstrom 
asserts that 'using a certain amount of deadly force under a 
claim of right' is the defining characteristic of war (Moral 
Problems ed. James Rachels (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1972) pp 299, 304). This is an error. A claim of right 
is not necessary to war, even international military war, 
since it is not a contradiction in terms to say that nation 
x made war against nation y with no claim of right. More
over, wars against cancer, destructive falsehood and.so on 
qualify under Wasserstrom's criterion of war, as ordinary 
language widely recognizes, but by a more consistent un
derstanding of deadly force and right than Wasserstrom's 
definition allows. Here again we may see that it is because 
analysts have failed to consider the primary philosophical 
issue of the nature and meaning of war that they have 
illicitly presupposed its narrow military type as its only 
form, and so have been unable to get to the bottom of its 
more general sense and value. 

[14] Wars against disease and the like may more inclu

sively enable human life by numerically saving lives, or 
preserving or extending established human capacities. On 
the other hand, such wars may also and often necessar
ily disable non-human forms of life by destroyi:qg them 
or depriving them of habitat. This is war's nature: to 
eradicate certain forms of life. It is in this way inherently 
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tragic from a point of view in which all forms of life bear 
value. War can be progressive or regressive in unlimited 
degrees of possibility, but it is always, by definition, in 
some respect, deliberately and systematically annihilative. 
It follows from this criterion, which governs all usages of 
the concept, that the sacrifice war entails need never be of 
humans, or even of sentient life. The highest form of war 
might be, as William Blake conceived it, the non-corporeal 
war of ideas. 

[15] William James, The Moral Equivalent of War in 
A William James Reader ed. Gay Wilson Allan (New 
York: Houghton Mifflin, 1971) pp 211-21. 

[16] See, for example, Edward S Herman, The Real Ter
ror Network (Boston: South End Press, i982) particu
larly pp 8, 127-37, 196-9. 

[17] In 1980, the United States government presided 
through the Foreign Military Sales Act over armaments 
sales constituting 47% of the world's total, compared 
to the Soviet Union with 27% and France with 11 % 
(Canada, The Arms Race and Disarmament (Ot
tawa: United Nations Association in Canada, 1981) p 13). 
Between the fiscal years of 1981-82, US armament exports 
to the third world under the Reagan administration and 
the Foreign Military Sales Act doubled from $15.5 billion 
to $31.2 billion (One Problem: Underdevelopment 
and the Arms Race (Waterloo, Canada: Dumont Press, 
1983) p 11). At the same time, annual military expendi
tures budgeted by the US government under the Reagan 
administration increased by 69.1 % between 1981 and 1986, 
from $162 billion to $277.5 billion. In comparison, spend
ing by the Warsaw Pact has been calculated as $97 billion 
less than US Government estimates in the latest year for 
which Sivard's analysis has been made, 1982, and over 
$100 billion less than NATO for that same year (Ruth 
Leger Sivard; World Military and Social Expendi-
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tures (Washington D.C.: World Priorities, 1985) p 47). 

[18] It bears noting, however, that the move whereby the 
opposition to a society's well-being is identified can be still 
more irrationally indiscriminate in the selection of victims 
under contemporary rationales of national security than 
under past rationales of preserving 'the true •faith'. Tor
ture and murder by security forces or their proxies of hun
dreds of thousands, indeed millions, of internal citizens for 
the reason alone of their undefined 'subversion' - the con
temporary counterpart of demonic possession - has oc
curred without noticeable global let-up from the Far East 
to Latin America since the 1930s. In all these cases of state 
and military sponsored wars against civilians involved in 
no determinable crime, the choice of who or what is the 
enemy has been a necessary, if unconsidered, condition of 
the innumerable murders perpetrated. See, for example, 
Edward S Herman, ibid. - note [16], and R Dallek, The 
American Style of Foreign Policy: Cultural Poli
tics and Foreign Affairs (New York: Alfred A Knopf, 
1982). See also note [22]. 

[19] The extent to which the sense and referent of con
cepts may be indefinitely expanded by military commands 
to subsume whoever or whatever is perceived as oppos
ing objectives (1) and (2) is exemplified in the case of 
Argentina's military war against domestic 'terrorism' be
tween 1976 and 1983. A twelve-member commission estab
lished by President Raoul Alfonsin and headed by writer 
Ernesto Saboto described its pattern in this way: 'Every
thing was possible. From people who supported a social 
revolution to sensitive adolescents who went to the shanty
towns to help the poor. All were caught in the net: labor 
leaders who fought for a simple salary increase, teenagers 
who had been members of a student centre, jo-qrna1ists 
who were not addicts of dictatorship, psychologists and 
sociologists who belonged to suspicious professions, and 
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peaceful youths, nuns and priests who brought the teach
ings of Christ to the miserable barrios'; reported in The 
Globe and Mail 22 September 1984, p 9. 

[20] For example, it is now a widely reported fact that 
threat inflation by successive administrations in the United 
States has taken the form of invented missile gaps, bomber 

gaps, windows of vulnerability, test gaps, and so on dur
ing a prolonged period in which this nation has, in fact, 
led throughout in the development of intercontinental 
bombers, submarine-launched missiles, multiple indepen
dently targeted warheads, long-range cruise missiles, and 
nuclear bomb deployment. See, for example, George Ken
nan, The Nuclear Delusion (New York: Pantheon, 
1982), Defended to Death ed. Gwyn Prinz (Har
mondsworth Middlesex: Penguin, 1983), and A Cockburn, 
The Threat: Inside the Soviet Military Machine 
(New York: Random House, 1983). Though such threat 
inflation is often thought to be perverse, it systematically 
serves functions (1) and (2) as a creator of effective de
mand for military commodities. (See also section VII). 

[21] As Gwynne Dyer points out in his st_udy War 
(Toronto: Stoddart, 1985) p 160: 'The vast majority of 
the estimated 21 million people killed in war since 1945 
have died in a quite different and seemingly new kind of 
struggle: guerilla warfare, revolutionary war, counterin
surgency cam�aigns, and the like. Mostly they have been 
killed by their own fellow citizens'. This pattern of mil
itary terror against the citizens of one's own nation has 

been found in almost all cases to have been initiated by 
state militaries and, in cases of insurgent response, to re
main preponderantly committed by national defence per
sonnel. See Noam Chomsky and Edward S Herman, The 

Political Economy of Human Rights: Third World 
Fascism and the Washington Connection (Montreal: 
Black Rose Books, 1979), a detailed study which relies 
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mainly on Amnesty International and other non-partisan 
reports for its data. See also Chomsky's recent Turning 
the Tide (Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1986). A stark 
illustration of this pattern, currently euphemized as 'low 
intensity warfare' by geopolitical strategists, is provided 
by Ricardo Castro, a former company commander in the 
El Salvadorean national army: 'The thing is, El Salvador 
has got a long history of killing people who just don't 
agree with the official line. Also, the rich people - the 
leading citizens of the community - traditionally have a 
great deal of input. Whatever bothers them, if they think 
they've got someone they consider a bad influence, they 
just send a messenger to the local military commander. 
Normally, that person would be eliminated' (Reported in 
Tom Nairn's Confessions of a Death-Squad Officer 
in The Progressive (March 1986) pp 26-30). See also The 
Military as an Agent of Social Change ed. Claude 
Heller, Proceedings of the 30th International Congress of 
Human Sciences (Camino el Ajusco 20, Mexico: EJ Cole-
gio de Mexico, 1984). 

(22] Jerome B Wiesner, president emeritus at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology and science adviser to 
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson, analysed the situation 
in this way in a paper entitled A Perilous Sense of 
Security given to the National Academy of Science in 
Washington in April 1984: 'It is no longer a question of 
controlling a military-industrial complex but rather of how 
to keep the United States from becoming a totally mili
tary cultu_�e - a society in which military ideas and goals 
are accepted unthinkingly, and every domestic and inter
national problem is subjugated to the demands of the mil
itary system'. The same stricture would seem to apply to 
the USSR, whose relative ratio of national expenditure 
spent on �he military, percentage of citizens in armed
force uniform, military-command structure, and armed-
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force personnel in other countries is greater still, though 
on different account (see notes [3) and [27)). 

[23) Fragments LXXXI, LXXXII and LXXXIII, Art and 
Thought of Heraclitus, translation and commentary by 
Charles H Cahn (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1970) pp 204-15. 

[24) Elizabeth Anscombe, War and Murder originally 
published in Nuclear Weapons: A Catholic Re
sponse ed. Walter Stein (New York: Merlin Press, 1961) 
pp 45-62. 

[25) Here and elsewhere, we mean by terrorism: the sup
port or action of killing or maiming people that is indiff er
ent to the legal innocence of its victims. By t�is definition, 
the preponderance of terrorist activity in the world today 
can be seen to proceed from state-military establishments, 
whose declared objective is to prevent it. 

[26) Thomas Nagel, War and Massacre in Philosophy 
and Public Affairs 1, 22 (1972) pp 123-42. 

[27) Laura Westra, On War and Innocence, Dialogue 

XXV, 4 (Winter 1986) pp 735-40. 

[28) The difference here can be noted in the conceptualiza
tions of national defence policy of the United States and 
the USSR. Princeton physicist and former consultant tQ 
the US Defense Department and the Arms Control and 
Disarmament '.Agency, Freeman Dyson, reports the differ
ence as follows: 'The nuclear strategy of the United States 
was based for many years upon a concept which was defini
tively stated by Secretary of Defense McNamara in 1967 
" ... Offensive capability or what I will call the capability 
for assuring the destruction of the Soviet Union is far and 
away the most important requirement we have to meet 
... ". The counterpart to McNamara's statement of assured 
destruction is the statement made in 1971 by the Soviet 
minister of defence " ... The Strategic Rocket Forces, which 
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constitute the basis of the military might of our armed 
forces, are designed to annihilate the means of the en
emy's nuclear attack, large groupings of his armies and 
his military bases; to destroy his military industries; and 
to disorganize the political and military administration of 
the aggressor as well as his rear and transport" ' (Free
man Dyson, Weapons and Hope (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1984) pp 226, 231). 

[29) Sun Tzu, The Art of War trans. and ed. Samuel B 
Griffith (Oxford University Press, 1977) p 39. 

[30) See, for example, Chomsky and Herman, ibid. -
note [21), William Gibson, The Perfect War: Tech
nowar in Vietnam (New York: Atlantic Press, 1986), 
Reed Brody, Contra Terror in Nicaragua (Boston: 
South End Press, 1985), Edwardo Galeano, Open Veins 
of Latin America (New York: Monthly Review Press, 
1975). 

[31) G W F Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit trans. 
A V Miller and commentary by J N Findlay ( O#ord: 
Clarendon Press, 1977) pp 111-9. Introduction t� the 
Philosophy of History Hegel Selections, trans. J Sibree, 
ed. Jacob Lowenberg (New York: Scribner's and Sons, 
1957) particularly pp 362-380, 410, 416, 434-436, 464-468; 
and Hegel's Philosophy of Right trans. TM Knox (Ox
ford: Clarendon Press, 1977) pp 111-9. 

[32) Karl von Clausewitz, On War ed. Anatol Rapoport 
(Harmondsworth Middlesex: Penguin, 1982) pp 101, 103. 

[33) Louis Fischer, Gandhi (New York: Mentor Books, 
1960) p 72. 

[34) Consider the war to the death against self-attachment 
that is allegorized as military war in the Hindu classic The 

Bhagavad Gita, or Buddha's counsel to his disciples in 
the Dhammapada prescribing an internal war ·against 
the enemy .of the self in place of conquest of others: 'If a 
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man were to conquer in battle a thousand times a thou
sand men and another to conquer one, himself, he indeed 
is the greatest conqueror' (chapter VIII, verse 4). Overt 
condemnation of the military mode of war is seldom risked, 
but the first known advocate of weaponless war, Lao Tzu, 
says: 'Fine weapons are instruments of evil/ - Therefore 
those who possess Tao turn away from them/ - Even 
when he is victorious he does not regard it as praisewor
thy/ For to praise victory is to delight in the slaughter of 
men/ - For a victory let us observe the occasion with fu
neral ceremonies' (Tao-te Ching trans. Wing Tsit Chan 
(Princeton University Press, 1978) chapter 31 p 155). 

[35] 'The General Dynamics Corporation proposed to sell 
the [US] Air Force two 1-cent pins for $7,417 ... General 
Dynamics also proposed to charge the Air Force $302,106 
for a maintenance stand on wheels, consisting of a heater 
and an oscilloscope', United Press International, 2 Novem
ber 1983. 'No knowledgeable person could have faith in 
the Star Wars system. I don't think that even the people 
involved think that they can build this invisible shield' said 
David Parnas, then University of Victoria Lansdowne Pro
fessor of Computer Science, after resigning from a $1,000 a 
day consultancy on a 'key advisory panel to the Strategic 
Defence Initiatives Organization'; ( The Globe and Mail 10 
July 1985). 

[36] Specific examples of the operation of principles i), ii), 
iii) and iv) may be found in Richard J Barnet, The Econ
omy of Death (New York: Atheneum, 1967); George 
Thayer, The War Business (New York: Simon and 
Shuster, 1969); Seymour Melman, Pentagon Capital
ism (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1970) and The Perma
nent War Economy (New York: Simon and Shuster, 
1974); Anthony Sampson, The Arms Bazaar: From 
Lebanon to Lockheed (New York: Viking Press, 1977); 
War, Business and the World Military-Industrial 
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Complexes ed. Benjamin Franklin Cooling (Ft. Wash
ington, N.Y.: Kennicat Publications, 1981)· Charles 
Higham, Trading with the Enemy (New Y�rk: Dell, 
1983). 

[37] Marx and Engels, especially Engels, have much to 
say about military affairs in their writings, but nowhere 
criticize· the military program as such, as distinguished 
from its alleged strategic misuses by various regimes and 
movements. Both remark frequently, rather, on the contri
butions of military organization to historical productive
force development, and on the importance of sound mili
tary reasoning in the determination of historical conflicts. 
Marx himself implied that proletarian revolution would 
probably, though not necessarily, be constrained to follow 
the military program, albeit generalized to 'the people in 
arms', in order to wrest s.tate power from a capitalist class 
unwilling to relinquish its rule. (See, for example, Cap
ital Volume I trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Avel
ing (Moscow: Progress Publishers, 1967) p 235; and On 
Britain (London: Laurence and Wishart, 1962) p 499). 
Most Marxists have followed in his general presupposition 
of the military paradigm of war, with little or no theoreti
cal recognition of the systematic militarization of socialist 
organization which has occurred everywhere that revolu
tionary state ownership of the means of production has 
been achieved. That the armed overthrow of the bour
geois state has invariably ended in a civil order bearing 
the military birthmarks of centralized structures of ab
solute command, armed-force priorities; social regimen
tation, uniformed youth training, and so on, has more 
or less eluded Marxist theoretical attention. In conse
quence, the overall historical sequence of armed repression 
- armed revolution ----+ military socialism - intensi
fied military capitalism - universalizing militarism -
has been lost on both Marxist and anti-Marxist analy-
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sis. Each side of the ideological battle has been disposed 
to see only one half of the pattern. In this way, social 
theory in general has remained incognizant of the under
lying structure of occurrence which serves, in turn, the 
narrow interests of both capitalist and Party ruling classes 
through their militarized opposition. (Works which pro
vide useful supporting evidence for comprehension of this 
pattern are David Holloway, The Soviet Union and the 
Arms Race (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983) 
and Alva Myrdal, The Game of Disarmament: How 
the United Stat.es and Russia Run the Arms Race 
(New York: Pantheon, 1976). 

[38] Theodor White, Weinberger on the Ramparts 
New York Times Magazine 6 February 1983, p 19. This 
proportionality principle is to be distinguished from the 
quite different idea of due proportionality between harm 
inflicted on the enemy in a war and the end sought by 
it, a traditional norm of just war that is criticized for its 
excessive latitude by Donald Wells in his landmark article 
The 'Just War' Justifies too Much The Journal of 

Philosophy LXVI, 23 (1969). 

[39] No argument in all military-strategic literature, de
spite its meticulous detail, proves (i), (ii) or (iii) for any 
modern national defence establishment. 'Defence' buildup 
usually follows a less scientific pattern of justification, illu
minatingly summarized by Lord Solly Zuckerman, former 
chief scientifi� adviser to the British government: 'First 
came the weapons; then they had to be fitted into a pre
sumed tactical doctrine, which in turn had to be fitted 
into an illusory strategy, usually elaborated by armchair 
warriors' (Nuclear Fantasies New York Review of Books 

XXXI, 10 (June 1984) p 8). 

[40) A simple preliminary test for claims of deterrence as 
a rationale for military buildups is to ask whether the pu
tative deterrent is a move up to, or beyond, the threat 
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capacity of the identified adversary. Most strategic anal
ysis of deterrence does not consider this asymmetry test 
in discussion of international conflict, but rather assumes 
a priori its own side as always the threatened party -
even when its perceived adversary has significantly less 
capacity of violence with which to impose its will. In this 
way, the language of deterr�nce can become a mask for 
the quest of dominion. It is interesting to note in this 
connection that the Strategic Defense Initiative through 
the United States Department of Defense, which has been 
justified as a response to USSR missile power, occurs in a 
context where a study by the same Department of Defense 
reports that 'in the 13 technologies required for advanced 
ABM [anti-ballistic missile] development, the US is ahead 
in 12 and the two sides are on the same level on the thir
teenth, directed energy devices . .. '; John Polanyi in his 
presentation to the External Affairs Review Committee of 
the Joint Parliament of Canada, Toronto, July 1985. US 
Rear Admiral Eugene Carroll (ret.) has analysed the gen
eral situation here as follows: 'Even if the Soviet Union 
agreed completely with all US terms today, not one of the 
17,000 new weapons that we plan to build [intercontinental 
MX missile, Pershing II missile, Trident II missile, Cruise 
missile and battlefield tactical missile] would be prohib
ited! It is clear that the Administration's proposals are 
not intended to reduce nuclear weapons. They are in fact 
a facade behind which we are going to pr9ceed with the 
modernization and expansion of US nuclear capabilities 
... ' (The Prevention of Nuclear War ed. Thomas L 
Perry Jr. (Altona, Manitoba: Friesen, 1983) p 224). The 
strategic reason for this nuclear build-up has been anal
ysed by �ndall Forsberg and colleagues in these general 
terms: 'The nuclear arms race has nothing to do with de
fense, little to do with deterrence and much to do with 
a monopoly of US intervention in other countries while 
blocking Soviet intervention' (The Deadly Connection: 
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Nuclear War and US Intervention Proceedings of the 
American Friends Conference, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, December 1982 p 3). This identified rationale 
has been conceptualized and endorsed as extended deter
rence by a strategic policy adviser of the Reagan adminis
tration itself, Robert W Tucker, in his The Purposes of 
American Power: An Essay in National Security 
(New York: Praeger, 1981) pp 118-87. 

[41] A typical example of the imperialization of the mil
itary model and its conceptual framework is to be found 
in an article entitled Our Immune System: The Wars 
Within The National Geographic 169, 6 (June 1986) pp 
702-37. Here, body cells which perforate membranes of 
foreign cells are portrayed as 'killer T-cells' with guns 
mounted on them; the production of anti-bodies by 'B
cells' is conceptualized as a 'biologic arms factory'; the 
anti-bodies themselves, whose action is to bind onto, en
gulf, and absorb dysfunctional cells, are referred to as 
'potent chemical weapons'; the organism's lymph nodes 
are re-christened 'munitions factories', and artificially pro
duced monoclonal anti-bodies are conceptualized as 'pro
duction lines for guided missiles'. 

[42] It might be objected that public opinion may sway 
a democratic leadership, but not a genuinely tyrannical 
one which can only be broken by the force of military de
feat. It is interesting to note in this connection that in 
an interview published by the London Observer Service in 
December 1979 between the distinguished Reich historian, 
Alan Bullock, and Hitler's armaments minister and confi
dante, Albert Speer, Speer reveals that the turning-point 
in Hitler's 'decline' occurred when his 'ability to mal(e dar
ing decisions was lost': a failure of internal power that 
Speer attributes to the 'shattering effect' upon Hitler and 
his close entourage of unattended military shows which 
caused them to believe that 'this war was not popular 
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with the Germans'. 

[43] Consider, for example, the stirring invocation of Em
manuel Levinas in his Totality and Infinity: An Es
say on Exteriority trans. Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh, 
Pa.: Duquesne University Press, 1969) p 22: 'Morality 
will oppose politics in history and will have g_one beyond 
the functions of prudence or the canons of the beautiful 
to proclaim itself unconditional and universal when the 
eschatology of messianic peace will have come to superim
pose itself on the ontology of war'. 
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